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Web pages define their appearance using Cascading Style Sheets. However, the CSS language’s quirks and subtleties make it difficult for designers to write, debug, and test CSS to implement their designs. Additionally, web pages can be laid out by different browsers, at varying screen sizes, and by users with different font or color preferences. Understanding all the ways a web page can be laid out, and ensuring that all these layouts are correct, is a persistent challenge. Yet meeting this challenge is essential to ensure that a web page is accessible, usable, and attractive for all users. Tools to verify such web page layout properties across a range of possible layouts would lighten the testing burden for web developers.

We develop a formal verification paradigm for layout properties to support such tools. To formally verify a layout property, that property is first expressed in Visual Logic, a concise language for describing geometric properties of web page layouts. Visual Logic properties are true or false as a consequence of how a browser lays out a given page; we formalize a substantial fragment of browser layout in the Cassius framework. This formalization allows automated reasoning about CSS files and thus enables new tools that reason about the possible layouts of a web page. One such tool, VizAssert, automatically verifies that layout properties, expressed in Visual Logic, are true across a range of screen size or user config-
urations. Since VizAssert operates on whole web pages, it is difficult to scale to large web pages. However, large web pages are frequently composed of smaller, independent pieces. Reasoning about large pages should leverage this independence; to this end, the Troika proof assistant allows decomposing a large web page into many components and verifying those components independently.

These tools provide a demonstrate formal verification for layout properties and sketch a path toward provably correct web design.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

There are over 7.4 million adults with a vision disability in the USA alone [Nat16]. Many users with a vision disability use screen-readers or other accessibility technologies to browse the web. Other users have sensorimotor disabilities that restrict their use of input devices. Graphical interfaces can support these users by ensuring that graphical interfaces have large, high-contrast text and by adding annotations that enable screen-reader use. GUI designers can improve usability for these users by following guidelines and best practices, such as those from the Department of Justice [US 17a] or the W3C’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [W3C08]. For some applications, adherence to these guidelines is mandated by the European Web and Mobile Accessibility Directive, by the Americans with Disabilities Act, or by the Basic IT Law of Japan [US 10, Eur16, Die00]. The guidelines should be satisfied regardless of screen size, user preferences, or device. Usability guidelines are just as broadly applicable, equally important to verify, and similar in flavor: accessibility might require buttons large enough for users with sensorimotor disabilities while usability requires buttons large enough for users on a mobile device. Even basic design guidelines (such as spacing and alignment) can be worth verifying, given the importance users place on attractive and easy-to-use interfaces.

However, on many pages these guidelines are undermined by layout bugs: for certain screen sizes or user preferences the web page will render in a way that violates the guideline, despite the web developer’s best efforts to ensure conformance. Such layout bugs can make pages unusable for users with vision disabilities. Developers are eager to fix accessibility issues, but discovering those issues is difficult [SM00, MFT05] due to the variety of browsers, operating systems, and devices, in addition to user preferences for fonts and
colors [HBGLB15, MFT05]. Exhaustively testing pages across the infinitely-many possible combinations of these parameters is impossible.

Accessibility and usability guidelines must be satisfied on all of the infinitely many combinations of browser parameters such as screen size, default font sizes, and user preferences. Currently, developers test for adherence to these guidelines by running the application with a few chosen parameters and visually searching for violations of design constraints, or they use automated pixel-by-pixel comparison engines such as Selenium, Sikuli, and Raven [Dav12, FS06, CYM11]. These techniques only consider a particular subset of browser parameters and are not sufficient to ensure accessible applications [MFT05, SM00, IC02, RGSB00]. To verify accessibility requires checking all possible combinations of browser parameters. Note that accessibility and usability errors cause neither crashes nor exceptions. This lack of notification makes developers more likely to overlook accessibility failures, and makes verification especially valuable.

In this work, we introduce formal layout verification, a new paradigm for ensuring that web pages satisfy accessibility and usability guidelines:

1. To formally verify an accessibility or usability guideline, a compliance specialist first encodes that guideline as a formal specification in Visual Logic, a specialized logic for describing visual properties of web page layouts.

2. This formal specification is given a precise meaning by Cassius, a formalization of the browser rendering algorithm, which precisely describes the possible layouts of a given page across a range of browser parameters. Cassius implements the core of CSS 2.1 using the quantifier-free theory of linear real arithmetic (QF-LRA).

3. The formal specification can now be verified using VizAssert, which takes as input a web page, ranges for each browser parameter, and a formal specification, and either certifies that the specification is satisfied for all browser parameters in those ranges, or provides a counterexample for which the specification is violated.
4. The formal verification can be scaled to large web pages using the Troika proof assistant, which allows a verification engineer to decompose a large page into multiple components, verify each component, and assemble the component proofs into a proof for a whole-page property.

To demonstrate the practicality of this approach, this thesis describes usable implementations of Visual Logic, VizAssert, Cassius, and Troika. Visual logic is used to formalize a collection of 14 accessibility, usability, and design guidelines. The Cassius framework is tested on 3651 browser conformance tests, demonstrating that Cassius semantics match the implicit semantics of Mozilla Firefox. VizAssert is then used to verify visual logic assertions on 51 professionally-designed web templates, verifying 349 assertions and finding 38 bugs. Finally, Troika is demonstrated on a case study 11× larger than the template pages, showing that modular verification produces speed ups of 11–1027×.

1.1 Formalizing Visual Properties

Web developers wish to ensure that their web pages satisfy high-level, English-language guidelines. However, testing whether informal, English-language guidelines are satisfied on a particular web page fundamentally requires human interpretation. In the formal verification paradigm, guidelines are instead formalized in an unambiguous, machine-readable language. Such a language must allow users to identify particular elements on the page (potentially quantifying over several elements at a time) and to describe the geometric relations between these elements. Ideally, the language would reflect the existing architecture of the web, using common standards like CSS selectors for identifying page elements and exposing aspects of the CSS box model like margins, borders, and padding.

Visual Logic is such a language. Visual Logic is a compact mathematical logic with operations for traversing a page’s tree structure and for stating geometric properties on its elements. Visual Logic can also be easily extended to a particular domain (such as web pages) by introducing constructs such as CSS selectors and the CSS box model. These extensions
allow Visual Logic to formalize common accessibility, usability, and design guidelines. We identify two key challenges in formalizing guidelines where human interpretation and intuition is required: identifying the page elements that a particular guideline is relevant to; and formalizing high-level design principles such as visual importance, alignment, and spacing.

1.2 Formalizing Browser Rendering

To determine whether a visual logic assertion is true or false for a particular web page requires understanding how that page will be laid out by various browsers at a range of browser parameters (such as screen size, available fonts, and user preferred font size). This understanding is provided by Cassius, an extensive formalization of the browser rendering algorithm for a core fragment of CSS 2.1, including complex features such as line height, margin collapsing, and floating layout. Furthermore, Cassius formalizes this algorithm in the theory of quantifier-free linear real arithmetic (QF-LRA), enabling reasoning about CSS using off-the-shelf Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers.

Cassius focuses on the core aspects of the CSS semantics: cascading stylesheets, generating boxes for HTML elements, and laying out the resulting boxes. Each of these steps is modeled in detail, from high-level structure such as multiple layout modes to the details of shrink-to-fit, positioning, and text layout. In essence, Cassius is a feature-rich, declarative implementation of a browser layout engine, consisting of a set of QF-LRA constraints that relate browser inputs (the CSS stylesheet and the HTML document) and parameters (such as browser size and user preferences) to the browser output (the resulting box-based layout).

Two key insights enable Cassius. The first is identifying a fragment of CSS that is both expressive and amenable to layout with a non-deterministic incremental algorithm. Such an algorithm is naturally expressible in QF-LRA. The second is developing a technique, based on auxiliary uninterpreted functions, for efficiently encoding an arbitrary run of this algorithm in QF-LRA. Auxiliary uninterpreted functions allow reducing the size of the QF-LRA query, ensuring that is linear in the size of the web page. Together, these two innovations enable Cassius to reduce a given layout problem to an efficiently-solvable quantifier-free formula.
Figure 1.1: VizAssert ensures that web pages satisfy accessibility guidelines. VizAssert transforms those assertions, expressed in visual logic, into properties of the HTML and CSS source of the web page, then encodes those properties to formulas in the quantifier-free theory of linear real arithmetic.

To ensure its correctness, Cassius is thoroughly compared to Mozilla Firefox’s layout engine, providing confidence that Cassius’s formalization agrees with major browsers.

### 1.3 Automatic Verification

Given a formal specification in Visual Logic and a web page whose possible layouts are given by Cassius, the formal specification can be soundly verified by searching for a possible layout where the formal specification is false. This task is automated by the VizAssert tool: VizAssert uses an SMT solver to automatically search the set of possible layouts, outputting “verified” if no browser parameters can be found that causes a violation of the assertion. The assertion then provably holds for all considered browser parameters. On the other hand, if the search succeeds, VizAssert outputs “violated” along with a *counterexample* that identifies a set of boxes on the page and values for the browser parameters for which the assertion is violated. The developer can examine the counterexample in a browser to confirm the error and then either modify the page to fix it or modify the specification to allow it. Figure 1.1 summarizes this process.
Verifying real web pages involves a key technical innovation: novel finitization reductions for reasoning about arbitrary-size sets. The CSS standard describes several ubiquitous aspects of CSS in terms of operations on arbitrary-sized sets, among them line height computation, margin collapsing, and floating layout. However, such arbitrary-sized sets are difficult for an SMT solver to reason about, foiling automated verification. Finitization reductions replace the arbitrary-size sets discussed by the standard with compact, finite-size representations which are more amenable to mechanical reasoning. This produces an efficiently-solvable SMT query, allowing VizAssert to use Z3 \cite{DBLP:conf/cav/De MouraB08} to automatically search for erroneous layouts or to certify that no such layouts exist.

1.4 Modular Reasoning

Monolithic analyses like VizAssert have, however, several disadvantages. They do not scale to large pages with many elements and cannot parallelize verification of a webpage. Even for the modestly-sized pages they can handle, current analyses are unnecessarily slow because every run requires re-checking the entire page from scratch, even for small changes like typo fixes. Furthermore, the diversity of tools and approaches with varying strengths and weaknesses suggests that no single tool is best for verifying every web page.

In other domains, modular verification enables scaling \cite{CCG03, DMS09, JSS15, App16} by using abstraction to break the verification problem into smaller sub-problems. But previous modularity techniques do not apply directly to web page layout, because web pages lack clear computational units like functions that define module boundaries. Web page layout is a constraint problem: the layout of each component depends on, and potentially affects, all other components on the page—both those before and after it. The shared “state” through which web page elements interact is the geometry of the elements’ graphical layout. In short, the scalability of existing techniques is limited because they do not summarize component behavior in a composable and independently-checkable manner that supports modular reasoning, and techniques for introducing modularity from other domains do not apply directly to web page layout.
Modular layout proofs scale layout verification to larger pages and sites. A modular layout proof partitions a web page into components: contiguous fragments of the page’s HTML structure paired with symbolic summaries of its CSS style. Components are the units of web page modularity. A component specification summarizes a component’s possible layouts. These summaries can be used to prove whole-page properties without unscalable reasoning about the browser layout algorithm. Components may affect each other’s layout; component specifications constrain such interactions using rely/guarantee-style preconditions [Sta85], allowing each component specification to be verified independently.

Verifying large pages in small pieces has three benefits. (1) Unscalable verification techniques can be used on each small piece in parallel, enabling verification of pages that are too large to verify monolithically. (2) Verified components can be cached and reused without re-verification. (3) Different verification tools, such as model checkers and SMT-based verifiers, can verify different component specifications. Scalable algorithms for checking the correctness of modular layout proofs capitalize on these benefits, allowing verification of pages an order of magnitude larger than previous approaches.

This approach to modular web page verification is implemented in a new proof assistant, named Troika. A proof author uses Troika’s tactic language to decompose a web page into components and define specifications for those components. Troika then automatically verifies the component specifications and checks the modular layout proof. Troika integrates multiple tools for checking component specifications, including a whole-page SMT-based verifier, a new specialized verifier for component specifications, a model checker, and a random testing tool. Troika allows proof authors to apply each tool where it produces the best results, and to smoothly transition from testing to verification. Troika also speeds up verification by parallelizing component verifications and caching results.

1.5 Results

To ensure that Cassius correctly formalizes the browser layout algorithm, we compare Cassius to Firefox on a collection of 3651 CSS conformance tests covering the subset of CSS 2.1
formalized in Cassius. Cassius matches Firefox’s layout in almost all cases, and the few differences identify known bugs in Firefox.

To demonstrate that VizAssert is a powerful and efficient verification tool, we consider 14 accessibility guidelines and best practices, formalize each accessibility guideline in visual logic, and check them on a collection of 51 professionally designed web pages. Section 4.1 discusses the adaptations and choices necessary to turn informal guidelines and best practices into formal assertions. Of the assertions, 6 are page-specific, demonstrating that users can write custom assertions to verify domain-specific properties of their web pages. More broadly, the particular set is less important than the fact that VizAssert is general and extensible. In all, there are 414 combinations of web page and assertion. Of these, VizAssert found 38 assertion violations, and issued 21 false positive warnings. We write Troika proofs for 8 of the combinations; the Troika proofs are $1.8–64 \times$ faster than VizAssert.

Finally, Troika allows scaling verification to large web pages. We perform a case study with Troika on the “Joel on Software” blog [Spo18], and prove two key accessibility properties; Troika checks the proof $11–1027 \times$ faster than the monolithic VizAssert tool. The proof is short (36 lines) and reusable on websites with similar style; Troika’s support for multiple verification tools was critical. Troika caches and reuses component verifications across modifications to a single page and across multiple pages (e.g., different blog posts) on one site.
Chapter 2

BACKGROUND ON WEB BROWSERS

To show web pages to end users, web browsers interpret HTML and CSS source code. HTML defines the content of a web page, while CSS defines its appearance. Browsers use this information to lay out the page while consulting browser parameters such as browser window width and height.

2.1 HTML, CSS, and JavaScript

**HTML**  HTML defines elements and text. Each element has a tag name, and text is placed within and between elements. For example, the following HTML represents 4 elements (with tags html, body, b, and button) and four pieces of text:

```html
<html><body>This is <b>formatted</b> text and a <button>button</button></body></html>
```

Some HTML elements, like the button element, are specially interpreted by the browser and rendered with browser- or OS-specific methods. Most other elements have no special behavior: browsers provide a default CSS file to ensure that, for example, text inside a b-tagged element is bold. It is this default CSS file, not something intrinsic to the b tag, that causes the browser to render bold text.

**CSS**  A CSS stylesheet contains a list of rules. Each rule is guarded by a selector, which restricts the rule to apply only to specific elements, such as only to paragraphs that are children of the article text. Some selectors also include media queries, which turn rules on or off based on browser parameters like screen size. The body of a rule is a set of declarations—pairs of properties and values. The following CSS file contains two rules:
The first rule selects elements with the `body` tag and sets their `margin` property; it is guarded by a media query, so that the rule only applies if the screen size is greater than or equal to 500 pixels wide. The second rule selects all elements with the `b` tag and sets their `font-weight` property; it has no media query guarding it, so it always applies. CSS also has selectors for selecting elements by their relationship to other elements or by attributes attached to those elements. For every possible property, a browser gathers and ranks all the rules that set that property, and every element gets its value for that property from the highest-ranked rule that applies to it.

**JavaScript** Interactive web pages also contain JavaScript code. JavaScript does not directly affect layout; it only modifies the run-time representation of the page HTML (by modifying the Document Object Model) and CSS (by modifying inline styles). The browser then uses the layout algorithm to display the modified page.

### 2.2 Web Browsers

A web browser has many jobs. It must:

1. draw an attractive and convenient user interface (usually called browser chrome) to allow users to easily navigate to various web pages;

2. fetch web pages (including HTML, CSS, and JavaScript) over the network (over many different protocols);

3. lay out web pages using the HTML and CSS fetched, determining where various elements on the page go;

4. render text with complex typography (including multiple fonts, multiple scripts, mixed-direction writing, sub- and super-scripts, ligatures, kerning, and hyphenation);
5. draw the web page (including text) to the screen, usually using GPU acceleration to speed this process up;

6. run plug-ins like Flash and Java, as well as add-ons that modify the browser’s chrome or its functionality;

7. support a sandboxed JavaScript execution environment (including just in time compilation, multiple threads, client-side databases, 3D graphics, and access to hardware features like cameras, video encoders, and GPS modules);

8. and enforce a security policy across plug-ins, JavaScript, and add-ons, including eliminating leaks of browser history or cookies.

Given this wealth of features, it is no surprise that browser implementations are complex. Mozilla Firefox, for example, contains over 19 million lines of code, the plurality in C++ [Blab], while Chromium (the open source version of Google Chrome) contains over 25 million, also mainly in C++ [Blaa].

This thesis focuses on a single important task web browsers fulfill: laying out web pages. This task combines the HTML and CSS to produce a box tree containing all of the page’s visual elements and their sizes, positions, and colors (see Figure 2.1). Generally, the HTML tree and layout tree have similar structure, but a single element can produce zero boxes (for invisible elements) or multiple boxes (for list bullets). Standards documents from the World Wide Web Consortium [W3C11] specify the browser layout algorithm. These standards are informal English language documents, and ambiguities are often resolved by consensus among major browser vendors instead of directly in the standard. These standards evolve over time as browsers develop new features. Though browser conformance is poor for recently-standardized features, all modern browsers behave similarly for the core CSS features discussed in this work.

Laying out a web page requires consulting browser parameters, such the height and width of the browser window, which affect the layout. Some browser parameters are obscure: how
a page is laid out may depend on user preferences like the user’s preferred fonts and font sizes; operating system options that determine the size of buttons, scroll bars, and drop-downs; network quirks, like which third-party fonts can be downloaded by the browser; or even browser quirks like different hyphenation algorithms. Browser parameters are added and removed as browser implementations evolve; for example, since 2018 Apple Safari has supported a “dark mode”, which users can switch on and which changes the colors of page elements. Some of these parameters affect media queries (such as browser window width and height, or dark mode) while others only affect web page layout implicitly; for example, buttons are larger on Windows than on macOS, so web pages with buttons move elements around to make room for the buttons on different platforms.

This dissertation describes a formalization of the browser layout algorithm, with particular focus on its dependence on browser parameters (since the ultimate goal of this work is verification of a web page across a range of possible browser parameters). In other words: this dissertation describes an implementation of browser layout in the restricted language of first-order logic. Luckily, this implementation is not burdened by many of the considerations that make major browser implementation complex. Major browsers implement incremental layout engines, which can efficiently lay out a page after minor changes (for example after JavaScript changes the page). Incremental layout engines track additional dependency information to avoid recomputing values that didn’t change. Furthermore, major layout engines must sequence the computation of sizes, positions, and colors to ensure that each value’s dependencies are available when that value is computed. Sequencing these computations can be complex, since different values have different dependencies; for example, widths are computed in a top-down traversal, heights are computed bottom-up, and floats are computed in-order. Neither incrementality nor sequencing are important for formalizing the browser layout algorithm.
Figure 2.1: Layout converts HTML into a tree of elements (2.1a). The tree of elements generates a tree of boxes (2.1b), which includes block, line, and text boxes, and this tree is broken into flow trees (2.1c). A position and size is then computed for every box, resulting in the layout (2.1d).
Chapter 3
WORKED EXAMPLE: VERIFYING A WEB PAGE LAYOUT

This section demonstrates formal verification of web page accessibility properties by stepping through a hypothetical verification that all links are in a scrolling-accessible location on the screen\(^1\) for the “yoga studio” web page inset in Figure 3.1. This example covers three major components to the formal verification approach developed in this dissertation: Visual Logic, which is used to formalize the link-scrollable assertion; VizAssert, which is used to automatically verify the property; and Troika, which is used to develop a modular and reusable proof of the same property. The Cassius formalization of browser layout plays a background role, allowing VizAssert and Troika to carry out their verification steps. Each of these four tools is described in later chapters; this chapter demonstrates how the pieces fit together into the larger vision of web page layout verification.

3.1 Formalizing Accessibility Guidelines

Users with difficulty seeing often increase the default font size, but some pages are not functional when this setting is changed. For example, on some pages, the interactive elements of the page go off-screen and cannot be accessed when the font size is changed, because the developer failed to test the page on multiple font sizes. This notion can be expressed precisely in Visual Logic:

\[
\forall b \in B : \text{interactive}(b) \implies \text{scrollable}(b)
\]

This specification demands that all interactive elements be scrolling-accessible; both those predicates still need to be defined. We found that links were the most common interactive

\(^1\)For a browser window 800–1920 pixels wide, and any default font size between 16 and 32 pixels.
1. define scrollable($b$) = $b$.left $\geq$ 0 $\land$ $b$.top $\geq$ 0

2. theorem links-scrollable = $\forall b, b \in (a) \implies$ scrollable($b$)

3. page yoga = load yoga/index.html with
   browser.width $\in$ [800, 1920]
   browser.height $\in$ [600, 1280]
   font.size $\in$ [16, 32]

4. proof of links-scrollable for yoga
   # Subdivide the page into components
   component head = $(#header)$
   component body = $(#body)$
   component foot = $(#footer)$
   # Component specifications for each component
   for all $c \in C$ assert $\forall b$, scrollable($c$) $\land$ $b \in (a)$ $\implies$ scrollable($b$) by component-smt
   for root assert scrollable(head) $\land$ scrollable(body) $\land$ scrollable(foot) by component-smt
   # Preconditions for the footer width
   for foot require foot.width $\geq$ 200
   for root assert foot.width $\geq$ 200 by component-smt
   # Preconditions for floating boxes
   for foot require no-floats-enter(foot)
   for all $c \in C$ assert no-floats-enter($c$) $\implies$ no-floats-exit($c$) by component-smt
   for root assert no-floats-enter(root) by component-smt
   for root assert float-flow-in(root, header) by component-smt
   for root assert float-flow-across(header, body, footer) by component-smt
   for all $c \in C$ assert non-negative-margins($c$) by component-smt

5. qed

Figure 3.1: A complete proof that all links on the yoga page are in a scrolling-accessible location. Section 7.3.1 gives the semantics of the tactic language. The inset screenshot shows the yoga page and its decomposition into components (white-outlined rectangles).
elements:

\[
\text{define interactive}(b) = b \in \$(a)
\]

An on-screen box must be either to the right or below the top-left corner of the screen, which is the page origin (on a web page \(y\)-values increase down the page, with the origin at the top):

\[
\text{define scrollable}(b) = b.\text{left} \geq 0 \land b.\text{top} \geq 0
\]

Note that this property does not restrict boxes from being past the right or bottom edge of the screen, since users can still see such elements by scrolling.

Formal verification means checking this property for the set of all font sizes (as well as all other browser parameters) that the website intends to support. A common guideline is to support font sizes between 16 pixels, the default, and 32 pixels\(^2\), allowing a zoom of up to 200%; this guideline matches the default settings of the formal verification tools described in this dissertation.

### 3.2 Verifying Assertions

With the accessibility guideline formally stated, VizAssert can be used to verify that the guideline holds of the yoga studio web page. To do so, the yoga studio web page must be \textit{captured}, transforming it into a syntax used by the Cassius framework (see Figure 5.2 for an example):

```
python capture/capture.py example/yoga.html --output yoga.cassius
```

VizAssert can now be invoked to verify the guideline on this page:

```
racket src/run.rkt assertion assertion.va links-scrollable \
    yoga.cassius doc-1
```

This invocation instructs VizAssert to perform a sequence of steps:

\(^2\)12 and 24 points.
1. Load the links-scrollable assertion from the file assertion.va;

2. Compile that visual logic formula to a formula in the quantifier-free logic of linear real arithmetic;

3. Load the doc-1 web page\textsuperscript{3} from the file yoga.cassius captured earlier;

4. Use the Cassius framework to express the possible layouts of that page as a set of formulas also in quantifier-free linear real arithmetic;

5. Pass this large collection of QF-LRA formulas to the Z3 SMT solver, to determine whether the assertion is false of any possible layout;

6. If no, output “Verified”;

7. If yes, extract from the solver’s counterexample model a set of browser parameters and particular page elements that allow this possible layout to be reproduced in an ordinary browser.

For the yoga studio web page, which contains 36 HTML elements, 239 CSS rules, and uses 8 fonts, VizAssert executes these steps in 5.1 minutes, with the vast majority spent waiting for Z3 in step\textsuperscript{3}.

3.3 Writing a Modular Layout Proof

While VizAssert makes it possible to automatically verify that a web page satisfies and accessibility property, its monolithic approach means that it is impossible to reuse a verification after a small change to the web page (as would be common during incremental web development). Troika overcomes this limitation and enables web developers to verify a web page property modularly, that is, by decomposing the web page into independent components,

\textsuperscript{3}Captured files can contain multiple pages, and doc-1 refers to the first one.
specifying facts about the layout of each component (which can be verified independently, using a mix of different verification tools), and proving the accessibility property from those component facts. Figure 3.2 illustrates the overall workflow.

A modular layout proof of a property \( Q \) for a web page \( p \) consists of two parts: a partitioning of the page \( p \) into components \( c \in C \), which are contiguous regions of the HTML tree with CSS style information; and per-component specifications \( P_c \), which summarize relevant facts about the possible layouts of that component (and thus abstract away the intricacies of the browser layout algorithm). The modular layout proof establishes \( Q \) if each specification \( P_c \) is true of all possible layouts of the component \( c \) on the page \( p \) and the conjunction of the specifications \( P_c \) imply the whole-page property \( Q \), a condition called well-formedness:

\[
\left( \bigwedge_c P_c \right) \implies Q
\]

The key innovation of modular layout proofs is that this implication must be true as a matter of pure logic, independent of the details of web page layout. This also allows each component specification to be established by different methods for reasoning about web page layout, even if those methods model web page layout differently.

For the yoga studio page, the property \( Q \) is the visual logic formula described above:

1. definition \( \text{scrollable}(b) = b.\text{left} \geq 0 \land b.\text{top} \geq 0 \)
2. theorem \( \forall b, b \in \$(a) \implies \text{scrollable}(b) \)

(The line numbers on the code examples in this section match the line numbers in Figure 3.1.)

With the layout property stated (Step 1 in Figure 3.2), the proof author can now develop a modular layout proof for it.

Defining Components The first part of a modular layout proof is a decomposition of the web page into components (Step 2 in Figure 3.2). The proof author chooses components by considering the structure and size of the page, balancing the competing concerns of human effort (writing fewer component specifications) and solver effort (reasoning about smaller
Figure 3.2: The Troika workflow. The proof author specifies a theorem $Q$ to prove about a page, describes a decomposition of that page into components (here, the root, header, body, and footer), and writes specifications $P_c$ for each component. Troika uses the decomposition to partition the page into components $c$, verifies each component’s specification using various verification tools, and checks that $Q$ follows from the $P_c$.

For the yoga page, visual inspection suggests subdividing the page into a header, body, and footer (see the decomposition in Figure 3.1). The yoga page author already gave each of these components a CSS selector, which is standard practice.

```
8 component head = $(#header)
9 component body = $(#body)
10 component foot = $(#footer)
```

The root of the page, which the header, body, and footer fit into, also forms a component; in Troika this component is implicit and is named root.

**Defining Component Specifications**  With the page decomposed into components, the second part of a modular layout proof assigns specifications to each component such that the overall theorem $Q$ is implied by their conjunction (Step 3 in Figure 3.2). A Troika

---

4The case study in Section 9.3 is a good example of navigating this trade-off.
specification is expressed using the \texttt{assert} tactic\footnote{Troika provides a language of commands for updating proof state (detailed in Section\ref{sec:command-language}), similar to tactic languages in other proof assistants.}, written “\texttt{for all } c \in S \texttt{ assert } P_c \texttt{ by } T\texttt{}”, where $S$ describes a set of components, $P_c$ is a component specification, and $T$ names the tool Troika should use to verify the assertion. A starting point for the component specifications in this page is to require the links in each component be scrollable:

\[
\forall c \in C \texttt{ assert } \forall b, b' \in $(a) \Rightarrow \texttt{scrollable}(b) \texttt{ by admit}
\]

This assertion ranges over the set $C$ of all components. The “\texttt{admit}” tool assumes that the specification holds without checking it. To complete the proof, we will later eliminate all uses of \texttt{admit}. (The line number is struck out because this line of code is not present in the final proof.)

Since every link is in some component, the component specifications assumed above imply the whole-page property. Furthermore, this conclusion does not depend on the details of browser layout; it is instead a matter of pure logic. These conditions mean that Troika can prove the whole-page property using the component specifications we have written: it takes 0.51 seconds (Step 6 in Figure\ref{fig:example-proof}).

### 3.3.1 Verifying Component Specifications

In a modular layout proof, each component specification may be verified using a different verification tool (Step 5 in Figure\ref{fig:example-proof}). These tools must ensure that every component specification $P_c$ is true of all possible layouts of $c$ on the web page $p$. Troika provides four tools that can check component specifications: “\texttt{random-test}”, “\texttt{model-check}”, “\texttt{whole-page}”, and “\texttt{component-smt}”.

Different components of a web page can affect each other’s layout. The \texttt{random-test}, \texttt{model-check}, and \texttt{whole-page} tools handle these dependencies by reasoning about the full web page in order to verify a specification for just a part of that page. Reasoning about the whole page, however, is unscalable, so modular proofs commonly employ an alternative approach:
constraining the effect of one component on another with rely/guarantee-style preconditions. We call a component specification \textit{independently-true} if it constrains interactions with other components using preconditions sufficiently for the component to be verifiable independently of the rest of the page. \texttt{component-smt} is an efficient tool for checking such specifications.

To develop the preconditions needed by independently-true component specifications, a proof author writes \texttt{assert} tactics that use the \texttt{component-smt} tool. If the component specification is not independently-true, \texttt{component-smt} outputs a counterexample: a web page that contains the component and in which the component violates the specification. The proof author then weakens the specification by adding a precondition that rules out the counterexample. Each precondition must be established by an assertion in some other component. This process continues until the proof is verified.

\textbf{Generic Specifications} As an example, suppose that a proof author wishes to make the specification $\forall b, b \in \$(a) \implies \text{scrollable}(b)$, which was admitted above, independently-true in the header. The proof author would start by changing “by admit” to “by component”:

$$\forall \text{ for all } c \in C \text{ assert } \forall b, b \in \$(a) \implies \text{scrollable}(b) \text{ by component}$$

This specification is not independently-true, so Troika produces a counterexample, in which the header itself is placed offscreen (see Figure 3.3 left). To prevent this counterexample,
the proof author would add the precondition \texttt{scrollable(head)}:

\begin{center}
11 \hspace{1em} \textbf{for head assert} \ \forall b, \texttt{scrollable(head)} \land b \in \$_{(a)} \implies \texttt{scrollable(b) by component-smt}
\end{center}

To ensure that the overall proof is still well-formed, this precondition must also be asserted in some other component:

\begin{center}
12 \hspace{1em} \textbf{for root assert scrollable(head) by admit}
\end{center}

Of course, this “\texttt{admit}”ed assertion must later be proven using a sound component verification tool. If we were to use \texttt{whole-page}, the proof would require reasoning about the browser layout algorithm for the full page; \texttt{component-smt} will only reason about the small root component, which consists of just the \texttt{html} and \texttt{body} tags and abstracts away the \texttt{header}, \texttt{body}, and \texttt{footer} components.

The \texttt{scrollable} precondition reflects a general property of web design: elements are generally located inside their ancestors. The new component specification establishes the proof’s strategy: prove that each component is scrollable (in the root component) and use that to prove that each link is scrollable. Since it captures a general property of web design, we call such a component specification \textit{generic}.

\textbf{Page-Specific Preconditions} \hspace{1em} Other preconditions reflect the idiosyncrasies of a particular web page. Consider the yoga page’s footer. If the footer is too narrow, links within it could be outside the scrollable area of the page even if the footer itself is not: see Figure 3.3, right. The footer thus requires a precondition establishing a minimum width; minimum and maximum widths are common preconditions. Such page-specific preconditions could be added to the footer’s component specification like above, but to keep the proof organized, Troika also provides a “\texttt{require}” tactic that puts each precondition on its own line. This
makes it possible to keep each precondition close to the assertion that establishes it:\[^{6}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
13 & \quad \text{for foot require foot.width} \geq 200 \\
\text{by admit} & \quad \text{for root assert foot.width} \geq 200
\end{align*}
\]

A proof author can continue to add preconditions to make each component specification independently-true. Figure 3.1 shows the proof after several more iterations of this process. The proof has floating layout preconditions (described in Section 7.2.4) for the footer and root, and establishes them using floating layout and non-negative margins assertions on every component. Thanks to these preconditions, every component specification is independently-true and can be established using the \texttt{component-smt} tool.

### 3.4 Reading this Dissertation

This dissertation describes the major components of formal verification for web page layouts. First, Visual Logic language for describing layout properties is given syntax and semantics in Chapter 4. Then, the broad structure of the Cassius formalization of the browser layout algorithm is described in Chapter 5, including details of some of the more challenging aspects to the formalization. The VizAssert automatic verification tool is described in Chapter 6, and the specifics of encoding browser layout in quantifier-free linear real arithmetic are explained. Finally, the Troika proof assistant is introduced in Chapter 7, detailing both its tactic language and its verification algorithms. To evaluate formal verification for web page layouts, Chapter 9 uses three collections of web pages, ranging from conformance tests to a popular blog.

---

\(^{6}\)The minimum width of 200 pixels was determined by inspecting the page source. Any value from 200 to 800 would lead to a correct proof, but the smaller value allows reuse in more contexts.
Chapter 4

FORMALIZING VISUAL PROPERTIES

Visual Logic is a limited first-order logic for describing the visual properties of user interfaces. As a formal language for specifying visual properties, Visual Logic forms the “user interface” for formal verification of web page layout properties. Visual Logic models a user interface as a tree of boxes, each of which represents a rectangle of content located on a two-dimensional screen. Visual Logic provides operations to traverse the box tree and allows the geometric properties of boxes to be defined by linear real arithmetic. In this form, Visual Logic could be used for web pages, operating system APIs, and major user interface frameworks; we adapt it to web pages by adding new constructs for selectors and the CSS box model. This chapter introduces Visual Logic, describes its semantics in detail, and describes the formalization of 14 web accessibility best practices in Visual Logic.

4.1 Visual Logic

Visual Logic expresses accessibility and usability assertions in formal and unambiguous terms.

4.1.1 Core Visual Logic

Visual Logic expresses properties of a visual layout. Visual Logic allows quantified formulas over a simple expression language with conditional values, real numbers, boxes, and colors (Figure 4.1). These formulas describe properties of a tree of rectangular boxes annotated with sizes, positions, and colors. For such a tree, each box represents a rectangle of laid out content (at its annotated position with its annotated size) and the tree structure of these
\( \langle \text{assertion} \rangle ::= \forall b_1, \ldots \in B : \langle \text{cond} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{cond} \rangle ::= \langle \text{cond} \rangle \land \langle \text{cond} \rangle \mid \neg \langle \text{cond} \rangle \mid \langle \text{cond} \rangle \lor \langle \text{cond} \rangle \mid \langle \text{real} \rangle = \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \langle \text{real} \rangle < \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \langle \text{real} \rangle > \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle = \langle \text{box} \rangle \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{type} = \langle \text{type} \rangle \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{whitespace} \)

\( \langle \text{real} \rangle ::= \mathbb{R} \mid \langle \text{real} \rangle + \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \langle \text{real} \rangle - \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \mathbb{R} \times \langle \text{real} \rangle \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\langle \text{dir} \rangle \mid \langle \text{color} \rangle.\text{r} \mid \langle \text{color} \rangle.\text{g} \mid \langle \text{color} \rangle.\text{b} \)

\( \langle \text{color} \rangle ::= \text{transparent} \mid \text{rgb}(\langle \text{real} \rangle, \langle \text{real} \rangle, \langle \text{real} \rangle) \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{fg} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{bg} \mid \gamma(\langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{fg}) \mid \gamma(\langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{bg}) \)

\( \langle \text{box} \rangle ::= b_i \mid \text{root} \mid \text{null} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{ancestor}(\langle \text{cond}^* \rangle) \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{parent} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{first-child} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{last-child} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{next} \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{prev} \)

\( \langle \text{type} \rangle ::= \text{window} \mid \text{inline} \mid \text{line} \mid \text{text} \mid \text{block} \)

\( \langle \text{dir} \rangle ::= \text{top} \mid \text{right} \mid \text{bottom} \mid \text{left} \)

Figure 4.1: Visual Logic, a language for formally describing visual layout properties. All quantifiers are over the set \( B \) of boxes in a layout.
Most Visual Logic constructs are straightforward (and described in more detail in Section 4.2). Some domain-specific constructs include:

- Assertions are universally quantified over boxes “\(b_i\).”

- “\(\langle box \rangle . type = \langle type \rangle \)” checks the type of a box, which defines the sort of content the box contains.

- “\(\langle box \rangle . whitespace \)” determines whether a text box contains only whitespace or also contains other text.

- The “\(\langle box \rangle . \langle dir \rangle \)” construct expresses the position of the box’s edges (and thus the box’s position and size).

- The \(\gamma\) function gamma-corrects RGB colors.

- A box’s siblings, children, and parent are accessible through its previous, next, parent, first-child, and last-child fields, which can have a null value.

Visual Logic makes several design choices to enable efficient reasoning with an SMT solver.

1. Since SMT solvers reason efficiently about linear real arithmetic, multiplications must involve a constant.

2. Visual Logic allows only universally-quantified queries, because these correspond to quantifier-free queries to the SMT solver.
3. SMT solvers cannot reason about recursive properties, so Visual Logic provides the \texttt{ancestor} function, which represents the closest ancestor of a box that satisfies a conditional expression in one variable (written “?”).

If no ancestor satisfies the \texttt{ancestor} condition, the null box is returned. For example, “\texttt{b.ancestor(?\.bg \neq transparent).bg}” refers to the background color of the nearest ancestor of \texttt{b} whose background isn’t transparent. Formally,

\[
\begin{align*}
\texttt{null.ancestor(C)} &= \texttt{null} \\
\texttt{b.ancestor(C)} &= \texttt{b} \texttt{ if } C[?/b] \texttt{ else } \texttt{b.parent.ancestor(C)}
\end{align*}
\]

Evaluating a Visual Logic assertion on a concrete layout is straightforward, though verification—that is, searching the infinite set of all possible layouts for a counterexample to the assertion—is more challenging.

\subsection*{4.1.2 Visual Logic for the Web}

Visual Logic formalizes properties of visual layouts for any platform that structures graphical interfaces as a tree, such as HTML and CSS, Swing [Fow17], Cocoa [App17c], or Android [Pro17]. Adapting Visual Logic to one of these platforms involves adding platform-specific constructs to Visual Logic. Since this work is focused on the accessibility of web pages, it specializes Visual Logic for the web platform by adding support for selectors and the CSS box model.

\textbf{Selectors} Visual Logic for the web contains a conditional expression to determine whether a box is generated by an element that matches a given CSS selector [W3C11]:

\[
\langle \text{cond} \rangle ::= \cdots \mid \langle \text{box} \rangle \in (\langle \text{selector} \rangle)
\]

For example, “\texttt{b \in $(h1, h2)$}” evaluates to true if \texttt{b} is the box of a first- or second-level heading. Adaptations of Visual Logic to other platforms could add analogous concepts, such as access to Swing component names, Cocoa \texttt{viewIds}, or \texttt{android:ids} on Android.
**Box model** Visual Logic for the web supports references to the position of the content, padding, border, and margin edges of a box, with the border edge as the default.

\[
\langle \text{real} \rangle ::= \cdots \mid \langle \text{box}\rangle.\langle \text{dir}\rangle[\langle \text{edge}\rangle]
\]

\[
\langle \text{edge} \rangle ::= \text{margin} \mid \text{border} \mid \text{padding} \mid \text{content}
\]

For example, the conditional expression \(b_1.\text{top}[\text{margin}] = b_2.\text{top}[\text{margin}]\) evaluates to true if \(b_1\)'s and \(b_2\)'s margin borders are aligned at the top.

To make writing Visual Logic easier, the following common abbreviations are used:

1. \(b.\text{width}[e] \equiv b.\text{right}[e] - b.\text{left}[e]\)
2. \(b.\text{height}[e] \equiv b.\text{bottom}[e] - b.\text{top}[e]\)
3. \(x \leq y \equiv x < y \lor x = y\)
4. \(x \geq y \equiv x > y \lor x = y\)
5. \(x \neq y \equiv \neg(x = y)\)
6. \(P(x_{\{a,b\}}) \equiv P(x_{a}) \land P(x_{b})\)

We also use `let` and `if` as shorthand for more complex queries:

\[
\text{let } v = \mathcal{X} \text{ in } \mathcal{Y}[v] \equiv \mathcal{Y}[\mathcal{X}]
\]

and

\[
\mathcal{E}[\text{ if } C \text{ then } A \text{ else } B] \equiv (\mathcal{E}[C] \implies \mathcal{E}[A]) \land (\mathcal{E}[\neg C] \implies \mathcal{E}[B])
\]

where the calligraphic letters such as \(\mathcal{X}\) represent Visual Logic expressions and square brackets such as \(\mathcal{E}[C]\) represent the context of an expression.
4.2 Semantics of Visual Logic

Visual Logic describes properties of box trees. A box tree is a collection of colored rectangles arranged in a tree. No assumptions are made about the rectangles or their colors; for example, rectangles are not required to be contained within their parent rectangle. Given a box tree, a Visual Logic assertion is either true or false, and can be checked by simply checking whether the conditional defining the assertion is true for all tuples of \( n \) boxes (for an assertion that quantifies over \( n \) boxes).

Visual Logic terms describe one of four types: \( \langle \text{cond} \rangle \) terms denote to booleans, \( \langle \text{real} \rangle \) terms denote to real numbers, \( \langle \text{color} \rangle \) terms denote to triples of real numbers or the special transparent value, and \( \langle \text{box} \rangle \) terms denote to nodes in the box tree. These nodes are assumed to have child, sibling, and parent pointers; box types (and, for boxes with text type, textual content as a string); positions for their top, right, bottom, and left edges (as reals); and a color (as a triple of reals or as the transparent value). The denotation of most terms is standard. Some terms have no sensible meaning, such as “transparent.r” or “null.top”. Visual Logic does not assign such terms any meaning, treating them as invalid.

The “\( \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{type} \)” construct describes the box’s type: the root box is a window; inline boxes define text formatting; line boxes lay out text in lines; text is raw text; and all others are block boxes. These types and their meaning are defined by the CSS browser layout algorithm; in assertions, the text type identifies textual content. Actually reading the textual content is challenging since text can be split into multiple lines. The provided “\( \langle \text{box} \rangle.\text{whitespace} \)” construct, which is valid only for text boxes, determines whether a text box contains only whitespace; note that this property is not affected by line breaking.

Real numbers can be given directly as constants, added, or multiplied. However, note that multiplication “\( \mathbb{R} \times \langle \text{real} \rangle \)” requires the left hand argument to be a constant, thereby forcing real expressions to be linear. The actual Visual Logic implementation does not enforce this requirement, but most uses of non-constants on both sides of a multiplication cause the

---

4In fact, rationals suffice if all constants are rational, making the representation computable.
underlying solver to report unknown, which is then displayed to the developer. Visual Logic assertions that adhere to the restriction to linear arithmetic are guaranteed to be decidable.

Colors can be specified as constants, or as the foreground or background color of a box. Colors other than the transparent value are represented by triples \((r, g, b)\) of real numbers in the range \([0, 1]\). Foregrounds and backgrounds can be gamma-corrected (using the “\(\gamma\)” function), a color-theoretic operation that transforms a color \((r, g, b)\) to \((r^{2.2}, g^{2.2}, b^{2.2})\). This odd operation and unusual exponent relates the RGB triple stored in the computer to the amount of light emitted from the red, green, and blue diodes on the computer’s display. The uncorrected colors are useful because they correspond to values in the CSS file; the corrected colors are useful for calculations of contrast, intensity, or color match. Since SMT solvers cannot reason efficiently about exponentiation, implementations of Visual Logic must precompute gamma correction for all colors mentioned in the CSS file, which includes the foreground and background of any box. This approach is why Visual Logic does not allow gamma-correcting arbitrary colors constructed with the \texttt{rgb} construct.

### 4.3 Case Studies

This section demonstrates the expressiveness of Visual Logic via 14 examples. Each example starts from a guideline from Table 4.1, adapts it to web pages from the Free Website Templates suite (Section 9.2) and expresses that adapted guideline as an assertion in Visual Logic. Of the 14 guidelines, 8 were formalized so that the same assertion was meaningful on a large set of web pages, while 6 are formalized in a way that is specific to a single page. Section 4.3.1 describes the general-purpose assertions, while Section 4.3.2 covers page-specific assertions.

**Common Tasks in Guideline Formalization** Two broad challenges must be overcome to translate informal, English-language guidelines to assertions in Visual Logic: precisely

---

5Gamma-correction is thus a property of the display, and can vary between devices; however, Visual Logic supports only the most common exponent of 2.2.
Table 4.1: Best-practice accessibility and usability guidelines that we formalized in Visual Logic and evaluated on professionally designed web pages (Section 9.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>General assertions, applicable to many web pages</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Text is at least 14px tall</td>
<td>[W3C08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Text can be resized by up to 200%</td>
<td>[W3C08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Lines are no more than 80 characters</td>
<td>[W3C08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Elements for screen-reader users are off-screen</td>
<td>[Pea17, Moz17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The page does not require horizontally scrolling</td>
<td>[Cer11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Headings form a visual hierarchy</td>
<td>[Pam13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Text does not overlap</td>
<td>[App17b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lines are appropriately spaced</td>
<td>[But10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Specific assertions, applicable to a single web page</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Text has sufficient contrast</td>
<td>[W3C08, App17a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Text does not overlap image</td>
<td>[W3C08, App17a]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dropdown menus are hidden when not selected</td>
<td>[W3S17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Columns are vertically aligned</td>
<td>[But10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Full link text is visible</td>
<td>[App17b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Main button is big enough</td>
<td>[T12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
identifying the page elements discussed by the guideline and translating high-level design
concepts to concrete visual properties. First, accessibility guidelines commonly reference
general classes of visual elements, such as clickable buttons, menus, text, or headings. These
general reference to parts of the page must be transformed into precise selectors for the
elements in question. For example, Assertion #4 develops a selector that identifies certain
elements intended for screen-reader users, while Assertion #11 identifies dropdown menus on
a certain page. Second, accessibility guidelines commonly reference general design principles
and concepts, such as visual importance, readable text width, and spacing. These design
principles must be rigorously formalized. For example, Assertion #6 models visual impor-
tance by text size, while Assertion #8 identifies an appropriate spacing factor between lines
of text. Identifying relevant elements and concretizing design concepts can be challenging
is some cases, but that difficulty reflects the inherent complexity of visual design. Luck-
ily, Visual Logic provides an expressive language for formalizing accessibility and usability
guidelines, and so makes it possible to express even rich and complex visual specifications.

4.3.1 General-Purpose Assertions

1. Text is at least 14px tall

Users with difficulty seeing cannot read small text, so page contents should be at least
14 pixels tall. This requirement can be expressed in Visual Logic:

$$\forall b \in B : \text{page\_content}(b) \implies b.\text{height} \geq 14$$

Some text is page content, necessary for using the web page, and other text is not. First,
text boxes that contain only whitespace are invisible to sighted users, and thus unlikely to
be essential page content. Second, copyright and other legal notices are often mechanically-
generated, present on every page, and necessary for legal reasons, not because they are a
functional part of the page. These notices were always located in page footers, which could

---

6It is fairly common to generate such boxes accidentally by formatting and indenting HTML.
be identified by the “#footer” or “.footer” selectors.

\[
\text{page_content}(b) = b.\text{type} = \text{text} \land \neg b.\text{whitespace} \land \neg(\text{is-descendant}(b, (#footer, .footer)))
\]

2. Text can be resized by up to 200%

Users with difficulty seeing often increase the default font size, but some pages are not functional when this setting is changed. Visual Logic allows describing properties that must be true for a range of font size preferences (such as between 16 pixels, the default, and 32 pixels), capturing the 200% resizing behavior. All that remains to test is that the page remains usable despite the resizing. After examining the 51 evaluation web pages, we determined that the most important function of the web pages was that interactive elements are on-screen and thus accessible:

\[
\forall b \in B : \text{interactive}(b) \implies \text{onscreen}(b)
\]

We found that links, input fields, and buttons were the most common interactive elements: \(\text{interactive}(b) = b \in (a, \text{input}, \text{button})\). To be off-screen, a box must be either to the left or above the root box; boxes to the right or below the root box can be scrolled to:

\[
\text{onscreen}(b) = b.\text{left} \geq \text{root.left} \land b.\text{top} \geq \text{root.top}
\]

3. Lines are no more than 80 characters

Users with difficulty seeing sometimes find it hard to keep their place in a long line of text. The 51 evaluation pages are all in English, where 80 characters is a commonly used rule of thumb for line length [W3C08]:

\[
\forall b \in B : \text{page_content}(b) \implies \text{line_width(line}(b)) \leq 80 \times \text{char_width}(b)
\]

The ancestor function is used to select the line containing a text box:

\[
\text{line}(b) = b.\text{ancestor(?\.type = line)}
\]

\footnote{Note that for web pages, y-values increase down the page, with the origin at the top.}
To count characters, we use a proportional conversion from character height to character width, $\text{char\_width}(b) = \frac{10}{19} \times b.\text{height}$. The line width refers to the distance between the first and last bit of text in the line:

$$\text{line\_width}(\ell) = \ell.\text{last-child.right} - \ell.\text{first-child.left}$$

The line box itself is wider in CSS—it covers the space available for text, even if unused.

4. Elements for screen-reader users are off-screen

Users who are partially or fully blind often navigate the web using a screen-reader. Content intended solely for such users is often positioned off-screen, where sighted users will not see it, and they ought to stay off-screen:

$$\forall b \in B : \text{for\_screenreader}(b) \implies \neg \text{onscreen}(b)$$

The screen is represented by the root box:

$$\text{onscreen}(b) := b.\text{right} \geq \text{root.left} \land b.\text{bottom} \geq \text{root.top}$$

We found that a captions for social sharing buttons were a common form of screen-reader-only text. Many websites’ social sharing buttons are implemented by setting the buttons’ background-image property to those social networks’ logos. Since background images are not accessible to blind users, these pages also include text naming the service, but position this text off-screen.

$$\text{for\_screenreader}(b) := \text{social\_media\_caption}(b)$$

$$\text{social\_media\_caption}(b) := b.\text{type} = \text{text} \land \text{is\_descendant}(b, \#S)$$

where $S$ names a social service.[8] Of course, different websites will have other screen-reader-only text; these websites would need a use implementation of the for_screenreader function that selects that text.

---

[8]In our formalization, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Vimeo, Flickr, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google+, and RSS buttons.
The `is_descendant` function is simple wrapper around `ancestor` that checks whether a box descends from an element matching a given selector:

\[
is_{\text{descendant}}(b, S) := b.\text{ancestor}(? \in $(S)) \neq \text{null}
\]

5. **The page does not require horizontal scrolling**

Users with sensorimotor disabilities (and mobile users using one hand) may find scrolling in two dimensions difficult. Most pages should thus stick to vertical scrolling. Browsers enable horizontal scrolling when a box extends past the right-hand edge of the root box:

\[
\forall b \in B : b.\text{right} \leq \text{root.right}
\]

This assertion is checked for browsers 1024–1920 pixels wide and 800–1280 pixels tall to evaluate pages designed for laptop displays, or 320–1920 pixels wide and 320–1280 pixels tall to evaluate pages that support mobile users.

6. **Headings must form a visual hierarchy**

Web designers use visual details, like size or spacing, to suggest to sighted users which content on the page is more or less important. Users who browse the web with a screen-reader instead read the hierarchical heading tags `h1`–`h6`, where smaller numbers describe more important content. However, web page developers can change the appearance of these tags, making screen-reader users and sighted users perceive a different hierarchy of importance in page content. The following assertion checks that no such misuse occurs.

\[
\forall b_1, b_2 \in B : \text{in_header}(b_1) \land \text{in_header}(b_2) \land \\
\text{header_level}(b_1) < \text{header_level}(b_2) \implies \\
\text{visual_importance}(b_1) > \text{visual_importance}(b_2)
\]

We used text height to establish visual importance on the evaluation pages:

\[
\text{visual_importance}(b) := b.\text{height}
\]
Selecting headings is done using is\_descendant:

\[
in\_header(b) := \text{\texttt{b.type = text}} \land \neg \text{\texttt{b.whitespace}} \land \text{\texttt{is\_descendant(b, (h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6))}}
\]

Once a heading is selected, its level can be computed from its tag name:

\[
\text{\texttt{header\_level(b)} := if \text{\texttt{is\_descendant(b, h1) \ then \ 1 \ else \ . . .}}}
\]

7. Text should not overlap

Text that overlaps other text is difficult to read. Thus text that is meant to be read should not overlap other text:

\[
\forall b_1, b_2 \in \mathcal{B}: \text{\texttt{page\_content(b\{1,2\})}} \implies \neg \text{\texttt{overlaps(b\_1, b\_2)}}
\]

Two boxes overlap when they are both horizontally and vertically adjacent.

\[
\text{\texttt{overlaps(b\_1, b\_2) = h\_adjacent(b\_1, b\_2)} \land v\_adjacent(b\_1, b\_2)}
\]

Horizontal adjacency tests three separate cases:

\[
\text{\texttt{h\_adjacent(b\_1, b\_2)}} = b\_1.\text{\texttt{right}} > b\_2.\text{\texttt{left}} \lor b\_2.\text{\texttt{right}} > b\_1.\text{\texttt{left}} \lor b\_1.\text{\texttt{left}} = b\_2.\text{\texttt{left}}
\]

Due to rounding error when measuring the ascent and descent of letters in a font, text boxes may overlap by a fraction of a pixel. Vertical adjacency therefore includes an additional tweak: text boxes must vertically overlap by a pixel or more to be considered overlapping.

8. Lines should be not be densely spaced

Lines that are spaced too closely (even if the text itself does not overlap) make it difficult to keep one’s place in line.

\[
\forall b_1, b_2 \in \mathcal{B}: \text{\texttt{page\_content(b\{1,2\}) \land line(b\_1).next = line(b\_2)}} \implies
\]

\[
b\_2.\text{\texttt{top}} - b\_1.\text{\texttt{top}} \geq c \times b\_1.\text{\texttt{height}}
\]

---

\[^9\text{Visual logic expands if statements and other standard shorthands to the primitive operators of Figure 4.1; see Section 4.2.}\]
This assertion selects two text boxes from sibling lines and ensures that the vertical gap between them is at least $c$ times the height of the taller text box. We set $c$ to 1.04—smaller than most guidelines’ recommendations of 1.2—because it seems that many of web pages purposely use tight line spacing for visual effect. As an alternative, designers may adapt this assertion to a particular web page by refining `page_content` to specifically identify running text (as opposed to slogans or call-outs) which are especially important to loosely space.

4.3.2 Page-Specific Assertions

In translating the guidelines of Table 4.1, some assertions had to refer to page-specific elements or were otherwise limited to a single web page in our test suite. Since web developers tend to work on single pages and web sites of many similar pages, as opposed to evaluation suites of dozens of different pages, these single-page assertions better model the expected use case of Visual Logic.

9. Text has sufficient contrast

Users with difficulty seeing can have difficulty making out text against a similarly-colored background, and color-blind users may see different colors as similar. Pages should give text high contrast against its background in order to make their content more readable for these users.

$$\forall b \in B : \text{page\_content}(b) \implies \text{good\_contrast}(\gamma(b, \text{fg}), \gamma(b, \text{bg}))$$

This computation uses gamma-corrected colors since it is the contrast of the light shown by the monitor that is relevant to visual perception.

A ratio between $\frac{1}{3}$ and 3 indicates text with low contrast, a challenge for visually-impaired users, especially those with poor color vision:

$$\text{high\_contrast}(\text{lum}_1, \text{lum}_2) = \text{lum}_1 \geq 3 \times (\text{lum}_2) \lor \text{lum}_2 \geq 3 \times (\text{lum}_1)$$

This luminance is computed (by a standard formula [W3C08]) for the foreground and background colors of the text.
\( \text{good\_contrast}(fg, bg) = fg \neq \text{transparent} \land \text{high\_contrast}(\text{lum}(fg) + 0.05, \text{lum}(bg) + 0.05) \)

Most boxes have transparent backgrounds, allowing an ancestor’s background to show through; the text’s background thus comes from its ancestor:

\[ b.\text{bg}^* = (a.\text{bg} \text{ if } a \text{ else white}) \text{ where } a = b.\text{ancestor(?bg \neq \text{transparent})} \]

Unfortunately, this assertion only fits pages where text is placed above solid color backgrounds. In our evaluation suite, this describes only the rehabilitation-yoga web page. Support for background images is challenging since a background image may have different contrast at different points. As demonstrated by the next assertion, this challenge can be avoided in certain cases.

10. Text does not overlap image

Not only do visually-disabled users have difficulty seeing low-contrast text, they may also have difficulty seeing text placed over a busy background image. However, web pages frequently place text over part of an image while ensuring that the text is only atop a solid-colored portion of the picture. For example, the web page puppy features a background image with a puppy. Text is then placed atop a blank portion of this image. This Visual Logic assertion requires that the text stay contained to the blank portion.

\[ \forall b_1, b_2 \in B : b_1 \in \{\#\text{background}\} \land \text{over\_bg}(b_2) \implies \neg \text{over\_img}(b_1, b_2) \]

The background image can be identified by the \text{background} identifier:

\[ \text{over\_bg}(b) = b.\text{type} = \text{text} \land \text{is\_descendant}(b, \#\text{background}) \]

The puppy occupies a 300 square pixel area at the right hand edge of the background image:

\[ \text{over\_img}(b_1, b_2) = b_1.\text{right}[\text{padding}] - b_2.\text{right} \geq 300 \]

11. Dropdown menus are hidden when not selected
Visual logic can also express usability properties not specifically related to the needs of disabled users. For example, one web page in the evaluation set, gardenwalkthrough, uses drop-down menus, where the menu is hidden off-screen\(^{10}\) when not dropped down. Since no dropdown is selected by default, it is enough to assert that all boxes selected by this selector are off-screen.

\[
\forall b \in B : b \in \$(\#header > ul > li > ul) \land b \not\in \$(\text{: hover}) \implies \neg \text{onscreen}(b)
\]

In this assertion, the first selector matches dropdown menus and the second one ensures that the menu has not been opened (by hovering over it).

12. Columns are vertically aligned

Visual logic can also be used to verify purely aesthetic assertions. The web page tailorshopwebsitetemplate uses a multi-column layout; columnar layouts are more attractive when the tops of the columns align and when the columns themselves do not overlap:

\[
\forall b_1, b_2 \in B : b_1 \in \$(s_\ell) \land b_2 \in \$(s_r) \implies \text{vertically\_aligned}(b_1, b_2) \land \neg \text{overlap}(b_1, b_2)
\]

In this assertion, \(s_\ell\) selects the left column and \(s_r\) selects the right column. On tailorshopwebsitetemplate, columns are vertically aligned at their margin edges:

\[
\text{vertically\_aligned}(b_1, b_2) = b_1.\text{top}[\text{margin}] = b_2.\text{top}[\text{margin}]
\]

13. Full link text should be visible

On the genericwebsitetemplate, there are several links asking the user to “Click here for more information”. However, the text is inside a box that hides any content that overflows its boundaries. It’s important that none of the text in the link is cut off, since the text would become difficult to read or disappear.

\[
\forall b \in B : \text{descends}(b, S) \land \text{page\_content}(b) \implies \text{within}(b, b.\text{ancestor}(? \in \$(S)))
\]

\(^{10}\)By moving the dropdown menu 99 999 pixels left of the screen.
The selector $S = (.\text{body ul li})$ identifies the boxes that these captions are located in. The \textit{within} predicate checks each edge of the box:

$$within(b_1, b_2) = b_1.\text{left} \geq b_2.\text{left} \land b_1.\text{top} \geq b_2.\text{top} \land b_1.\text{right} \leq b_2.\text{right} \land b_1.\text{bottom} \leq b_2.\text{bottom}$$

14. Main button should be large

Users with motor disabilities have difficulty using small buttons; users on mobile devices have similar problems. Common recommendations \cite{112} suggest that buttons be at least 24 pixels tall and 72 pixels wide (on mobile devices, the wide button means it will not be entirely occluded by the user’s finger). Small, infrequently-used buttons may have be small, but the main button on a page (the “call to action”) must be easy to click for all users. On the \texttt{carrepairshop} web page, that call to action is the “Book an Appointment” button:

$$\forall b \in B : b \in S(S) \implies b.\text{width} \geq 72 \land b.\text{height} \geq 24$$

The selector $S = (#\text{body .body div > a})$ selects the “Book an Appointment” button.
Chapter 5

FORMALIZING BROWSER LAYOUT

Visual Logic formulas describe properties that a web page layout ought to satisfy at any setting of the browser parameters. To verify that this holds requires understanding the possible layouts that a web page may produce: a formal description of the browser layout algorithm. The Cassius framework provides such a formal description in the form of a mathematical relation between the browser parameters and the generated layout. Cassius describes a fragment of the browser layout algorithm, including core steps like: selector matching and cascading; text, inline, and block layout; flow, positioned, and floating layout; and the calculation of margins, shrink-to-fit widths, and line height. A particular challenge is the formalization of floating layout, where Cassius uses a novel exclusion zone data structure to track the areas of the screen where floating boxes are placed.

5.1 The Cassius Framework

Cassius can be thought of as a symbolic browser that exposes an interface similar to that of a standard, imperative browser. Given an HTML document and a CSS stylesheet, and a set of browser parameters, An imperative browser reads an HTML document and CSS stylesheet, and converts a set of browser parameters (the inputs) to a layout that displays the document as specified by the stylesheet. This layout is a tree of boxes, annotated with size, position, and color information, Figure 5.1 shows an example document, stylesheet, and layout.

Cassius is based on the same concepts: a tree-structured HTML document, a CSS stylesheet that styles the nodes in this tree, and a layout of the tree that respects the given style constraints. Unlike an imperative browser, however, Cassius can perform the layout computation both forwards and backwards: it can not only compute a layout from
<html> <body>
  <p>Our products:</p>
  <main>
    <div>A</div> <div>B</div>
    <div>C</div> <div>D</div>
  </main>
  <p>Buy now!</p>
</body> </html>

main { background:gray; width:100%; float:left }
div { height:200px; width:200px; float:left; font-size:144pt; }

Figure 5.1: HTML and CSS for a grid of products. An HTML file (above the line on the left) or document defines a tree of elements; the CSS file or stylesheet below the line has two rules each of which sets several properties. The resulting layout is shown on the right.
the parameters, but it can also compute the parameters from a desired layout. To enable reversible layout, Cassius operates on symbolic parameters and layouts: sketches that contain unknown values or holes to be filled by the declarative browser. (An imperative browser, in contrast, allows only the layouts to have holes.) Figure 5.2 shows an HTML document and stylesheet (A and B, in Cassius format), an example input to Cassius C, and a symbolic layout D. Cassius takes inputs in a simple S-expression syntax, with question marks (?) denoting holes. Additionally, holes can have constraints: the :font-size parameter is given the value (between 16 32), which denotes a hole constrained to be between 16 and 32 (inclusive). Cassius fills these holes by reducing the layout computation problem to a set of constraints in linear real arithmetic (LRA), solved with Z3 [DMB08]. Solving for the holes in Figure 5.2, for example, is akin to laying out the HTML and CSS from Figure 5.1.

In general, Cassius takes as input a stylesheet, a set of document-layout pairs, a set of symbolic browser parameters, and a set of LRA assertions on the holes (expressing, e.g., usability properties). Cassius will then fill the holes in the parameters and layouts so that the resulting concrete stylesheet simultaneously renders each document to its layout, while satisfying the provided assertions. Our declarative browser can thus execute the layout process both forwards and backwards for multiple documents that share the same stylesheet.

A declarative browser provides a convenient platform for building a wide variety of semantic tools for web developers. This work is concerned mainly with verification, but a prototype debugger and synthesizer are discussed in Section 10.3. Such tools are built by reducing a development task—such as repairing a broken stylesheet—to the problem of completing holes in a symbolic stylesheet or layout. Cassius either completes the holes or returns an explanation for why a completion does not exist, given in terms of CSS constraints. The client tool then presents this output to the user.
(document A

(html)

(body)

(p) "Our products:"

(main)

(div) "A"

(div) "B"

(div) "C"

(div) "D"

(p) "Buy now!"))

(stylesheet B

(tag main)

[width (% 100)]

(tag div)

[width (px 200)]

[height (px 200)]

(float left))

(parameters C

:width (between 800 1200)

:height (between 600 1024)

:font-size (between 16 32)

:scrollbar-width (between 0 15)

(layout D

(ROOT :w 400 :h 600)


([TEXT :w 112 :h 19 :x 0 :y 16]))

([BLOCK :w 400 :h 400 :x ? :y ?])

([BLOCK :w 200 :h 200 :x 0 :y ?] ...)

([BLOCK :w 200 :h 200 :x 200 :y ?] ...)

([BLOCK :w 200 :h 200 :x 0 :y?] ...)

([BLOCK :w 200 :h 200 :x 200 :y?] ...)


([TEXT :w 76 :h 10 :x 0 :y 451]))))

Figure 5.2: Figure 5.1 translated to Cassius input, containing an HTML file, a CSS file, and a layout (line and text boxes for products are elided for space). All parts of the CSS file or of the layout, except the width and height of text boxes (see Section 5.2.1), can be replaced by holes (?), and Cassius will solve for the values of these holes automatically.
5.2 CSS Semantics

A key feature of Cassius is a declarative formalization of a substantial fragment of the CSS semantics. The complete formalization is publicly available in machine-readable form. This section presents the core concepts of web page layout, as formalized in Cassius, highlighting design decisions that enable efficient encoding of the layout process in the theory of (quantifier-free) linear real arithmetic.

Cassius’s formalization of the browser layout algorithm is significantly more detailed and conformant than that of previous work, including not just line height, margin collapsing, and floating layout, discussed earlier, but also positioned layout (which allows placing a box at a fixed pixel position on the screen), clearance (which allows moving a box vertically in response to floats), scroll bars, and the interaction of elements with different layout modes.

Cassius derives its specification of CSS layout from the W3C CSS 2.1 standard [W3C07]. The standard describes CSS via an abstract algorithm (Figure 2.1). Given an HTML document and a CSS stylesheet, the algorithm computes a layout (2.1d), which is a set of boxes with known position and size. This computation takes as input the document, represented by a tree of elements (2.1a); constructs a tree of layout boxes from the element tree and stylesheet rules (2.1b); and arranges the resulting boxes into flow trees (2.1c), from which sizes and positions for each box (i.e., the layout) can be computed. Cassius is a specification of this abstract layout algorithm, describing the values computed for each box and the rules by which these values are computed.

The Cassius specification is declarative: it specifies a relation on the HTML elements $E$, CSS rules $R$, the browser parameters $M$, and the boxes $B$ that form the final layout. As demonstrated in Section 8.3, such a declarative formalization provides a versatile platform for building semantic tools: it can be used for verification (by specifying $E$ and $R$ and solving for $B$), synthesis (by specifying $B$ and $E$, and sketching $R$), or debugging (by specifying $E$, $R$, and $B$, and computing unsatisfiable cores). In the rest of this section, we describe

\[\text{At } \text{https://github.com/uwplse/cassius} \]
the fragment of CSS implemented by Cassius; the representation of \( E, R, \) and \( B; \) and our formalization of the CSS layout algorithm.

### 5.2.1 Supported Fragment of CSS

Cassius specifies layout for a fragment of CSS level 2.1. The specification covers the cascading rules and the box model, including: box generation; block, line, and inline boxes; floating, positioned and in-flow layout modes; along with the specific layout features diagrammed in Figure 5.3. This forms a substantial fragment of CSS, and suffices to lay out fragments of real-world websites. With the fragment of CSS currently specified, additional CSS features could be added in a straightforward manner.

The Cassius formalization focuses on the core layout algorithm. It also omits the modeling of layout features that rely on dictionaries and other linguistic information (such as font metrics, line breaking, and hyphenation), which are difficult to formalize but easy for a client tool to provide. Finally, the CSS standard describes a rich universe of CSS selectors; Cassius models only a subset. Our implementation simply ignores unknown CSS properties—they can appear in an input to the Cassius declarative browser, but their semantics will not be considered by the underlying SMT solver.

### 5.2.2 Representing Elements, Rules, and Boxes

Cassius specifies CSS layout as a relation between a tree of elements \( E, \) CSS rules \( R, \) the parameters \( M, \) and the layout \( B. \) The input to Cassius is a representation of these four entities. The elements \( E \) are given by an abstract syntax tree (Figure 5.2a), where each node is labeled with an HTML tag and an optional identifier, or is a string of text. The CSS rules \( R \) are given by a list of rule blocks (Figure 5.2b), each of which contains a selector and a collection of property-value pairs. The selector identifies the elements in \( E \) that are styled by a given rule. The properties can be given as holes—undefined values that Cassius will solve for. Parameters \( M \) are given as ranges of real-number values, one per parameters; ranges with equal endpoints correspond to concrete values, while ranges with different endpoints
correspond to holes with inequality constraints on those holes’ values. Finally, the layout $B$ is represented by a set of boxes, arranged in a tree (Figure 5.2c). Each box is annotated with the box type (root, block, inline, line, or text); the element $e \in E$ from which it was generated; its position, width, and height; and the width of the border on each side. Any of these fields can be holes except width and height on text boxes.

5.2.3 Layout phases

Numerous browser subsystems interact to render HTML and CSS (Figure 5.3):

- **Selectors** are matched to elements to find the values specified for every CSS property for every element.

- **Cascading** determines which rule’s value to use when multiple rules apply to one element.

- **Styles** are computed for each element, resolving references and relative values in the specified CSS values.

- **Box types** are determined for each box using the computed value of the display property.

- **Layout modes** are selected for each box using the computed values of the display, float, and position properties, plus the box type.

- **Horizontal** widths and positions are computed for boxes. This computation is different for different layout modes.

- **Flow widths** are used for most boxes, computed from their width value and the width of their containing box.

---

2Some boxes are not generated by an element, such as line and text boxes or “anonymous” block box. These boxes are annotated as anonymous.

3Since Cassius does not model font metrics, the width and height of text boxes must be provided by tools that build upon Cassius, for example by rendering the text and measuring its size.
• *Shrink-to-fit* widths are used instead for boxes whose width value is *auto* and which use certain layout modes.

• *Vertical* positions are computed for boxes based on the positions of previous boxes and, in some cases, the positions of floats.

• *Heights* are computed for most boxes based on the positions and sizes of their contents.

• *Line heights*, for lines of text, are computed separately, using information about the size of fonts and details of text layout described in Section 6.3.1.

• *Margins* sometimes *collapse*, allowing adjacent vertical margins of boxes to overlap, following rules discussed in Section 6.3.2

• *Clearance* is determined for elements whose *clear* property is set. Clearance moves those elements so that they do not have a floating box beside them.

• *Floating layout* allows elements to move to the right or left of their parent and have text wrap around them. Section 5.3 describes this subsystem.

Cassius implements each of these phases. To ensure that its implementation is correct, it is extensively validated against Mozilla Firefox (Section 9.1).

5.2.4 Formalization of the Layout Algorithm

The Cassius specification of CSS layout follows the high-level structure of the abstract layout algorithm described in the CSS standard.

**CSS Rules** A rule \( r \in R \) is a map from a subset of the CSS properties \( P \) to a value for each property. We write \( p \in r \) to denote that the rule \( r \) specifies a value for the property \( p \), and we write \( r[p] \) for that value. The value \( r[p] \) is either the distinguished constant *inherit* or it is drawn from a property-specific type. Each rule has an associated selector, \( r.selector \),
Figure 5.3: The major subsystems of the Cassius formalization of web page layout. Each component is described briefly in Section 5.2.3. Many details, such as Cassius’s handling of color, media queries, and width and height bounds, are hidden in this picture, which shows only the highest-level components. Components outside the shaded area are newly formalized in this work.
which can be the universal selector ∗, an HTML tag, an identifier, a class name, a child or descendant operator, or any of a number of other options. Selectors define which elements a rule applies to. Rules also have a media-query guard \( r.\text{media} \), which uses the browser parameters like width and height to determine whether the rule is used. Finally, rules are associated with metadata, such as their position in the stylesheet, that influences cascading, as described below.

**Elements** Every element has a tag and optional attributes, such as its identifier and the classes it is a part of; images also have attributes specifying the image dimensions. A tag specifies the type of an element, while the attributes are used for resolving selectors and during layout: the wildcard selector applies to all elements, and the tag name and identifier selectors apply to those elements that have the given tag name or identifier, and so on for other types of selectors. Elements are arranged in an ordered tree, giving the usual meaning to the notions of the next, previous, first, and last siblings of an element. Each element also has a *computed style*, which maps every CSS property to a value, *not* including the distinguished `inherit` value.\(^4\) We write \( e[p] \) for the computed value of the property \( p \) for the element \( e \). This value is derived from the rules \( \mathcal{R} \) through a process called *cascading*.

**Cascading** The cascading process determines the computed value \( e[p] \) of every element \( e \in \mathcal{E} \) and property \( p \in \mathcal{P} \). If no rule in \( \mathcal{R} \) both applies to \( e \) and specifies a value for \( p \), then \( e[p] \) is set to a property-specific default value. Otherwise, \( e[p] = r[p] \), where \( r \) is the highest scoring rule that sets the property \( p \) and whose selector matches \( e \), ranked according to the scoring function from Section 6.4.3 of the CSS standard. This function uses rule metadata to break ties between rules with equally specific selectors. The `inherit` value for CSS properties is also resolved during cascading.

\(^4\)Note that unlike rules, computed styles are per-element, so they reflect not only the resolution of inheritance but also the resolution of conflicts between multiple rules.
Boxes  The CSS standard defines three types of boxes—block, line, and inline. For modeling convenience, Cassius defines four additional types of boxes: root boxes, which represent browser windows; text boxes, which abstract text rendering; and opaque boxes, which abstract the layout of elements (e.g., tables) that are outside of our fragment of the CSS semantics. The root and text boxes are implicit in the CSS standard.

Like elements, boxes are arranged in an ordered tree, giving each box a parent, children, and siblings. Every box also has a width, height, \((x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2\) position, and an element from which it was generated. These values are computed based on the margin, padding, and border width in each direction, as specified by the CSS box model. Cassius models all parts of a box explicitly, as well as the rules for computing box layout, which differ for block boxes, inline and text boxes, and line boxes.

**Block Boxes**  Block boxes can be either in-flow or floating, and they are generated from block-level elements, such as paragraphs (<p>). In-flow boxes take up all the available horizontal space (in their parent container) and are laid out one after another vertically. Floating boxes are placed to the left or right of other boxes, with text flowing around them.

The CSS standard prescribes a complex set of rules for computing the positions and sizes of block boxes. The computation involves partitioning the box tree into a forest of flow trees, computing used values of box properties, and collapsing margins of certain boxes. Imperative browsers must carefully sequence this computation. For example, the width of boxes is determined in a top-down pass, while their height is determined in a bottom-up pass, since the height of an element might depend on the size and position of its children.

Because the Cassius semantics is declarative, it dispenses with the need for sequenced computation of box properties. Instead, it simply constrains the final value of each property with a formula. For example, Cassius specifies the \(x\) position of an in-flow block box to be the sum of the parent’s \(x\) position, left padding and border, plus the box’s left margin:

\[
\forall b \in B, \text{block-box}(b) \wedge \text{in-flow}(b) \implies b.x = b.parent.left-content-edge + b.margin-left
\]
Our machine-readable specification of block layout distills 36 pages of the CSS standard into just 790 lines of code.

**Line Boxes** Line boxes are generated when a block box contains inline or text boxes. Each line box represents a line of text, and all of its siblings are also line boxes. Usually, a line box spans from the left to right edge of its parent’s content area. However, line boxes shrink to avoid floating boxes. For example, the following constraints forces line boxes to avoid block boxes that float to the right:

$$\forall b \in B, f \in B, \text{line-box}(b) \land f.\text{element[float]} = \text{right} \land \text{is-preceding-floating-box}(f, b) \implies$$

- if $b.\text{top-margin-edge} < f.\text{bottom-margin-edge}$
- then $b.\text{right-margin-edge} = f.\text{left-margin-edge}$
  
- else $b.\text{right-margin-edge} = p.\text{right-content-edge}$

(5.1)

Line boxes also align their children to the left, right, or center, depending on their parent’s **text-align** property.

Browsers generate line boxes with a *line breaking* algorithm, which breaks text into lines to achieve a visually pleasing result. Different browsers use different line breaking algorithms, and the CSS 2.1 standard does not specify any constraints on this algorithm. As a result, Cassius does not constrain line breaking in any way, instead relying on the input to contain pre-broken lines. This modeling choice does not affect either synthesis or debugging, since the full layout (including the desired line breaks) is available in these tasks. It may, however, cause a verification tool to produce false positives—layouts that violate a desired property under our declarative semantics but not on any imperative browsers, which constrain line breaking. We have found such false positives to be rare in practice (see Section 9.2).

---

5Since line breaking depends on the fonts used on the page, the language the page is written in, and dictionaries of language-specific layout rules, modeling line breaking in Cassius would be difficult and would likely cause severe performance degradation.
**Inline and Text Boxes** Inline and text boxes are always descendants of line boxes. They are laid out left to right, each lying to the right of the previous box. Cassius specifies this horizontal layout as follows:

\[ \forall b \in B, \text{text-box}(b) \land \text{is-box}(b, \text{previous}) \implies b.left = b.\text{previous}.right \]

Cassius does not model the height and width computation for text boxes, which requires access to font metrics. These values must be provided by client tools. CSS requires left (and right) padding, margins, and borders to only apply to the first (and, respectively, last) boxes generated by an inline element when that inline element is split over multiple lines. Layout of inline boxes thus requires checking whether the box is the first or last box generated by its element, and applying margins, borders, and padding accordingly.

**Opaque Boxes** Many websites use features of CSS that are outside the subset that Cassius supports. To enable client tools to reason about these features, Cassius provides an escape hatch from its CSS semantics: an element can generate an opaque box, whose position is not related to any CSS properties or to any other boxes. Whether an opaque box floats, or has any other properties relevant for layout, is also not constrained. This lenient encoding of constraints on opaque boxes ensures that we allow any likely behavior of unknown CSS properties. Client tools can use assertions to constrain the behavior of these boxes as needed.

### 5.3 Floating Layout

A floating box is “shifted to the left or right until it touches the edge of its containing box or another floated element” [MDN17]. Floating layout is commonly used to implement sidebars, figures, and menus. Floating layout is particularly challenging and Cassius’s formalization is, as a result, particularly novel. To formalize floating layout, Cassius reduces the set of all preceding floating boxes to a data structure called an *exclusion zone*. 
5.3.1 Floating Layout Semantics

In simple cases, a floating box moves to the left or right edge of its containing box and text wraps around it. However, the rules for positioning multiple floating boxes are quite complex. Floating layout is used for any box whose float property is set, unless its position property is set to absolute or fixed, in which case the box instead uses positioned layout.

The CSS standard describes the positions of floating boxes with nine rules: seven properties that the position must satisfy and two optimization criteria that select among multiple options. These rules are listed in section 9.5.1 of the standard [W3C11]:

1. The left outer edge of a left-floating box may not be to the left of the left edge of its containing block. An analogous rule holds for right-floating elements.

2. If the current box is left-floating, and there are any left-floating boxes generated by elements earlier in the source document, then for each such earlier box, either the left outer edge of the current box must be to the right of the right outer edge of the earlier box, or its top must be lower than the bottom of the earlier box. Analogous rules hold for right-floating boxes.

3. The right outer edge of a left-floating box may not be to the right of the left outer edge of any right-floating box that is next to it. Analogous rules hold for right-floating elements.

4. A floating box’s outer top may not be higher than the top of its containing block. When the float occurs between two collapsing margins, the float is positioned as if it had an otherwise empty anonymous block parent taking part in the flow. The position of such a parent is defined by the rules in the section on margin collapsing.

5. The outer top of a floating box may not be higher than the outer top of any block or floated box generated by an element earlier in the source document.
6. The outer top of an element’s floating box may not be higher than the top of any 
line-box containing a box generated by an element earlier in the source document.

7. A left-floating box that has another left-floating box to its left may not have its right 
outer edge to the right of its containing block’s right edge. (Loosely: a left float may 
not stick out at the right edge, unless it is already as far to the left as possible.) An 
analogous rule holds for right-floating elements.

8. A floating box must be placed as high as possible.

9. A left-floating box must be put as far to the left as possible, a right-floating box as far 
to the right as possible. A higher position is preferred over one that is further to the 
left/right.

For automated reasoning, these rules must be translated to logical formulas that an SMT 
solver can reason about efficiently. The challenge is two-fold: first, the rules describe rela-
tionships that must hold for all pairs of floating boxes, which leads to too many constraints 
to efficiently solve; and second, encoding the optimization criteria introduces quantifiers, 
which moves the constraints beyond the capabilities of current SMT solvers.

5.3.2 Restrictions on Floating Boxes

Because of these problems, Cassius initially only allowed restricted uses of floating layout. 
(The next subsection introduces exclusion zones, which allowed Cassius to lift these restric-
tions.)

While it is possible for a direct translation of the 9 standards rules to fully specify the 
behavior of floating boxes, such a specification would not be amenable to efficient automated 
reasoning. Because a floating box may affect the layout of every other box, and every block 
element can generate floating boxes, expressing these interactions in a quantifier-free logic 
would be prohibitively expensive. In particular, every float constraint in our semantics (such 
as Rule 5.1 in Section 5.2.4) would lead to $O(|B|^2)$ constraints in a quantifier-free logic.
Figure 5.4: Interactions between floating boxes disallowed in Cassius. Each diagram is a possible layout of a document containing two floating boxes followed by text. In (a), the two floating boxes overlap, and the text must wrap around both. In (b), two floating boxes stack horizontally where the later box is smaller than the previous box. In (c), the second box is so wide it must wrap to the next line, but text continues to fit beside the first box. In (d), text flows around a left-floating and right-floating box. By disallowing these four types of interactions, text layout only relates a text box to its previous floating box. Note that any layout is achievable despite these restrictions, as long as the HTML is modified to rearrange the order of elements or add an extra block element around the text and the second div.
To enable efficient automated reasoning, the first Cassius semantics imposed four restrictions on floating boxes, illustrated in Figure 5.4. The restrictions ensure that the layout of every box depends only on the layout of the floating box closest to it in an in-order traversal of the box tree, rather than on the layout of all floats. We did not believe these restrictions to be onerous, since the forbidden layouts can be often be achieved by adding extra elements to the document. However, later work on professional web page templates Section 9.2 required more comprehensive support for floating layout and thus a lifting of these restrictions.

5.3.3 Exclusion Zones

Exclusion zones instead allow full support for semantics of floating layout. Laying out a floating box requires knowledge about previous floating boxes. An exclusion zone summarizes this information:

- Top and bottom edges of previous floating boxes;
- Right edges of previous left-floating boxes; and
- Left edges of previous right-floating boxes.

This summarization forms a triple \((Y, L, R)\), where \(Y\) is the set of \(y\) positions of margin top edges of previous floating boxes, \(L\) is the set of the coordinates of bottom-right margin corners of previous left floats, and \(R\) is the set of the coordinates of bottom-left margin corners of previous right floats. Together, this information describes a region of the screen where a floating box cannot be placed: a box \(p\) is excluded from \((Y, L, R)\) when, for some \(y \in Y\), \(\ell \in L\), and \(r \in R\),

\[
p.y < y \lor (p.x < \ell.x \land p.y < \ell.y) \lor (p.x > r.x \land p.y < r.y)
\]

Figure 5.5 shows the exclusion zone used to lay out a floating box on a web page.

Given the exclusion zone, it is possible to compute the position of a floating box using the box’s width \(w\), its containing block \(p\), and the position \(y^*\) the box would have if it were
Figure 5.5: A left-floating box is laid out in the topmost, leftmost position outside an exclusion zone. Here, the blue boxes labeled “A” are left-floating children of their parent, whose left and right edges are shown. The resulting exclusion zone is all points above (and left of) the green dotted line, which is used to determine the placement of the orange box labeled “B”. Formally, the exclusion zone would be a triple \((\{y_1, y_2, y_3\}, \{c_1, c_2, c_3\}, \emptyset)\) or, equivalently, \((\{y_3\}, \{c_3\}, \emptyset)\).

laid out with block flow layout. Given this information, the box is then placed such that its margin top edge is at or below \(y^*\), its top corners are not in the exclusion zone, and its top corners are within the containing block (with exceptions for boxes wider than their containing block or of negative width). This leads to an efficient SMT encoding. For example, the following formula constrains \(y\) to ensure that both top corners are not in the exclusion zone when the box has positive width but is not wider than its containing block.

\[
0 \leq w \leq \text{p.width[content]} \implies w \leq r - \ell \\
r = \min\{x_r \mid (x_r, y_r) \in R \land y < y_r\} \\
\ell = \max\{x_l \mid (x_l, y_l) \in L \land y < y_l\} \cup \{\text{p.left[content]}\}
\]

Similar formulas handle the other two cases and the \(x\) position.

The formula above is a property the \(y\) position must have. To determine the concrete \(y\) position, Cassius uses the fact that the \(y\) position must be a member of \(Y \cup \{y^*\}\) and simply tries them in increasing order, to satisfy CSS 2.1’s rules that are optimization criteria. Simi-
larly, the $x$ position must (for a left float) be a member of $\{x_l \mid (x_l, y_l) \in L\} \cup \{p.\text{left}[\text{content}]\}$. 
Chapter 6

AUTOMATING VERIFICATION

Using CSS to specify an attractive and usable web page layout can be surprisingly tricky. Even expert-written CSS (e.g., Bootstrap [OT15]) can suffer from usability bugs, such as overlapping text or control elements (buttons), figures separated from their captions, or elements rendered off-screen on smaller devices. These bugs may only manifest at a particular screen size, making them difficult to discover. In practice, developers spot-check for stylesheet bugs manually, by using an imperative browser to render their web page at a few manually-selected screen sizes, text sizes, etc. Such manual testing is both tedious and unlikely to achieve good coverage.

6.1 How VizAssert uses Cassius

Using a declarative browser, we can instead verify that web page layout desired properties. Such a verifier, VizAssert, is built atop the Cassius framework.

VizAssert takes as input a web page, a set of browser parameters and ranges for their values, and a property $P$, a verifier proves that $P$ is satisfied when laying out the page under all possible values of browser parameters from the given ranges. Figure 6.1 shows an example stylesheet (6.1a) and property $P$ (6.1b) consumed by VizAssert. VizAssert passes the web page (with a fully symbolic layout) and holes for the browser parameters to Cassius, along with the assertion $\neg P$ on the holes in the browser parameters. Cassius then searches the resulting declarative layout problem for a completion of the holes that violates $P$. If a completion exists, VizAssert converts it to a concrete counterexample layout (Figure 6.1d) and presents the counterexample to the developer. Otherwise, all possible layouts of the page are guaranteed to satisfy $P$. 
Figure 6.1: A prototype CSS verification tool built on top of Cassius. The same HTML document as in Figure 5.1 is used, but with an incorrect stylesheet (a) that fails to guarantee that the container expands to contain all products (b). Given a choice of the browser window width (c), the verifier finds a counterexample (d) where the property does not hold.
6.2 SMT Encoding

Cassius specifies the semantics of CSS layout declaratively, as a set of formulas in the machine-readable SMT-LIB2 \cite{BFT15} format. This specification closely parallels the description given in Section 5.2: quantified formulas define layout constraints on all boxes or all elements, with layout rules for different types of boxes encapsulated in functions. Such a high-level encoding has the advantage of being easy to audit for correspondence to the CSS standard. But it does not constitute a practical implementation of a declarative browser.

To provide a practical framework for building solver-aided layout tools, Cassius reduces the high-level semantics of a given declarative layout problem to the theory of quantifier-free linear real arithmetic (QF-LRA). Cassius’s inputs are used to instantiate (or, ground) the quantifiers in the high-level semantics, yielding a set of quantifier-free LRA formulas. The resulting formulas are then simplified, fed to an off-the-shelf SMT solver (Z3 \cite{DMB08}), and the solver’s output is used to either fill the holes in the input or explain why a solution does not exist. We describe these steps in more detail below.

6.2.1 Grounding

In principle, it is easy to produce a quantifier-free encoding of the Cassius semantics for a given web page \( D \), and a layout \( B \). We simply expand each universally quantified layout rule into a conjunction of grounded (quantifier-free) constraints. For example, a rule of the form \( \forall b \in B, e \in E, F(b, e) \) becomes a ground formula of the form \( \wedge_{x \in B, y \in D} F(x, y) \), where \( x \) and \( y \) range over all boxes in \( B \) and elements in \( D \), respectively. In practice, however, naive grounding produces a large formula that overwhelms the solver.

For example, consider the problem of describing the size of an absolute-positioned element. The size of such an element is related to the size of its containing block, which might be its parent, its grandparent, or some even more ancestral relation. The high-level semantics expresses this computation by specifying layout rules in terms of a containing block relation, \texttt{is-containing-block}. The following rule computes the width (\( w \)) of a block box from width of
its containing block:

\[
\forall b_1, b_2 \in B, \text{is-containing-block}(b_2, b_1) \land \text{absolutely-positioned}(b_1) \land \\
\text{is-percentage}(b_1[\text{width}]) \land b_1[\text{left}] = b_1[\text{right}] = \text{auto} \implies \\
b_1.w = b_2.w \times b_1[\text{width}].\text{percentage} \quad (6.1)
\]

Instead of reducing such rules into equivalent ground formulas of size \(O(|B|^2)\), Cassius reduces them into equisatisfiable ground formulas of size \(O(|B|)\), by introducing a small set of auxiliary uninterpreted functions.

The key idea is to use the auxiliary functions to rewrite each high-level layout rule into a formula with at most one universal quantifier (over boxes). For example, \text{containing-block} is an auxiliary function that maps each box to its float predecessor. Using \text{containing-block}, Cassius rewrites our sample rule (6.1) into the following formula:

\[
\forall b_1 \in B, \text{let } b_2 = \text{containing-block}(b_1) \text{ in absolutely-positioned}(b_1) \land \\
\text{is-percentage}(b_1[\text{width}]) \land b_1[\text{left}] = b_1[\text{right}] = \text{auto} \implies \\
b_1.w = b_2.w \times b_1[\text{width}].\text{percentage} \quad (6.2)
\]

The resulting formula is then simply ground into a conjunction of size linear in \(|B|\).

To ensure that this transformation preserves equisatisfiability, Cassius constrains the interpretation of each auxiliary function with suitable axioms. Thanks to a careful selection of auxiliary functions, these axioms can also be expressed using at most one universal quantifier. For example, \text{containing-block} is constrained for all \(b\) by:

\[
\forall b \in B, \quad \text{if } \text{is-containing-block}(b.\text{parent}, b) \\
\text{then } \text{containing-block}(b) = b.\text{parent} \\
\text{else } \text{containing-block}(b) = \text{containing-block}(b.\text{parent})
\]

Thanks to the choice of auxiliary functions, the ground encoding as a whole—including both the transformed rules and the auxiliary axioms—is linear in \(|B|\).
The effectiveness of our grounding approach hinges on finding a small set of auxiliary functions that are both efficiently axiomatizable and sufficient to eliminate nested quantification (over boxes) from the high-level semantics. Intuitively, this means choosing a subset of CSS that can be laid out with a non-deterministic, incremental version of the abstract layout algorithm (Figure 2.1) described in the CSS standard. The auxiliary functions introduced by Cassius encode the auxiliary information that the incremental algorithm would need to track in order to compute the layout in one pass, given a correct (angelically chosen) order in which to traverse the tree of boxes. Our grounding approach can thus be understood as encoding an arbitrary execution of this incremental algorithm on a specific stylesheet, documents, and layouts.

6.2.2 Constraint Simplification and Solving

In the final stages of declarative layout, Cassius simplifies the ground encoding of the semantics using a custom formula optimizer, and passes the resulting constraints to Z3. The optimizer avoids simplifications that interfere with unsatisfiable core extraction, and embeds metadata into the encoding (using Z3’s named constraints) that relate the optimized and ground semantics. This information is used to lift the solver’s output into a solution to the declarative layout problem received by Cassius.

One important change made by the constraint optimizer is in the handling of multiplication. Since QF-LRA is restricted to linear arithmetic, multiplications between variables, such as those needed for percentage computations, are not allowed. Luckily, since in Cassius the stylesheet is generally known, the set of possible percentage values, and thus the set of possible multiplicands, is statically known. This allows replacing multiplication with a custom function, like so:

\[
a \times b \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
1 \times b & \text{if } a = 1 \\
0.5 \times b & \text{if } a = 0.5 \\
\vdots
\end{cases}
\]
where there is one case for every value of the multiplicand $a$. This large if-else block contains only constant multiplications, and is of finite size since all possible values of $a$ are known; thus, the multiplication is placed back within LRA.

### 6.3 Finitization Reductions

Another key challenge to efficiently reasoning about the Cassius formalization of browser rendering is handling arbitrary-size sets. Solver cannot reason efficiently about arbitrary-size sets, since there are infinitely many sets of arbitrary size. Reasoning about infinitely many possible arbitrary-size sets would require induction and therefore invariant synthesis, which is beyond the abilities of existing solvers. Our methodology avoids this problem by reducing reasoning about an arbitrary-size set to equivalent reasoning about a finite data structure. Cassius uses these finitization reductions to formalize many layout concepts. This section describes the formalization of line height computation and margin collapsing using finitization reductions. The exclusion zones used for floating layout can also be seen as an application of this approach, and Cassius also uses finitization reductions for handling percentage dependency loops, computing containing boxes, and resolving inheritance.

#### 6.3.1 Line Heights

In English text, letters are vertically aligned to a baseline. On the web, a line of text may mix text of different fonts and sizes, and also images and special inline-block boxes. Web designers may also control the size of the gap between successive lines of text with the line-height CSS property.

\footnote{Despite its name, the line-height property does not directly set the height of the line box; instead, it sets the leading (the gap above and below the text between individual lines of text). When a line contains images, inline-block boxes, or inline boxes with a different line-height, it can have a different line height than its line-height.}
Figure 6.2: Line height is computed by aligning all text in the line to a common baseline and finding the maximum ascents above and descents below the baseline, including blank space above and below the text called leading.

**Standards text**

The CSS 2.1 specification defines the rules for line height in section 10.8 [W3C11] using the following algorithm (quoted from the standard, with references removed):

1. The height of each inline-level box in the line box is calculated. For replaced elements, inline-block elements, and inline-table elements, this is the height of their margin box; for inline boxes, this is their ‘line-height’.

2. The inline-level boxes are aligned vertically according to their ‘vertical-align’ property. In case they are aligned ‘top’ or ‘bottom’, they must be aligned so as to minimize the line box height. If such boxes are tall enough, there are multiple solutions and CSS 2.1 does not define the position of the line box’s baseline (i.e., the position of the strut).

3. The line box height is the distance between the uppermost box top and the lowermost box bottom. (This includes the strut.)

A key concept in properly placing line boxes is to compute the “leading”, or gap between successive lines, which the standard defines so:
Leading (denoted L) is extra space added above and below text when computing line-height (denoted lh). It is equal to the computed line-height minus the ascent and descent of the text.

\[ L = lh - (A + D) \]

The ascent (denoted A) and descent (denoted D) of a text box are properties of the font of that text box. Ascent is the maximum height above the baseline, and descent the maximum depth below the baseline, for all characters of that font. See Figure 4 for a visual representation of ascent, descent, and leading. Note that if \( A + D < lh \) the leading is negative, which is allowed.

**Cassius Formalization**

The CSS standard requires the browser layout algorithm to minimize the height of the line while aligning all text and images in that line to a common baseline and while leaving blank space, called leading, above and below the text (Figure 6.2). The foregoing description of line height is not amenable to mechanical reasoning. First, it introduces nested quantifiers by reasoning about the space of possible line heights. Second, it describes the set of all objects in a line, a set too complex for efficient mechanical reasoning. Cassius uses a more efficient description of line heights.

Since each object in the line must be aligned to the baseline, the height of the line must be the highest an object rises above the baseline plus the deepest an object falls below it (plus leading). Cassius computes the highest an object rises above the baseline with a running maximum (and similarly for the deepest an object falls below the baseline):

\[
\text{above\_baseline}(b) := \max \begin{cases} 
\text{ascent}(b) + \frac{1}{2}\text{leading}(b) \\
\text{above\_baseline}(b.\text{prev}) \quad \text{if } b.\text{prev} \neq \text{null} \\
\text{above\_baseline}(b.\text{last}) \quad \text{if } b.\text{last} \neq \text{null}
\end{cases}
\]

The first argument to max is the size of the current box (above the baseline); the others pass the \text{above\_baseline} value left to right along the line and up from children to parents, thus
incorporating every box in the line. Cassius thus reduces line height reasoning to just two values: `above_baselin`e and the symmetric `below_baselin`e.

### 6.3.2 Margin Collapsing

In CSS, every box has a *margin*: an area outside the box that other boxes may not intrude into. For most boxes, vertical margins are allowed to overlap if adjacent; Figure 6.3 demonstrates two margin-collapsing situations. Note that a child’s margin may collapse with its parent’s, and that the top and bottom margins of zero-height boxes collapse. Due especially to these complex forms of margin collapsing, the set of margins that collapse together may be quite large.

*Standards text*

The CSS 2.1 specification defines the rules for margin collapsing in section 8.3.1 [W3C11]:

In CSS, the *adjoining* margins of two or more boxes (which might or might not be siblings) can combine to form a single margin. Margins that combine this way are said to collapse, and the resulting combined margin is called a collapsed margin. Two margins are adjoining if and only if:

- both belong to in-flow block-level boxes that participate in the same block formatting context
- no line boxes, no clearance, no padding and no border separate them (certain zero-height line boxes are ignored for this purpose)
- both belong to vertically-adjacent box edges, i.e. form one of the following pairs:
  - top margin of a box and top margin of its first in-flow child

---

This description elides many details; in some cases, other boxes may intrude into a box margin.
– bottom margin of box and top margin of its next in-flow following sibling
– bottom margin of a last in-flow child and bottom margin of its parent
  if the parent has ‘auto’ computed height
– top and bottom margins of a box that does not establish a new block
  formatting context and that has zero computed ‘min-height’, zero or
  ‘auto’ computed ‘height’, and no in-flow children

However, not all margins collapse. Here is a summary of margins that are specified not
to collapse in CSS 2.1:

Horizontal margins never collapse. Margins of the root element’s box do not
collapse. If the top and bottom margins of an element with clearance are adjoin-
ing, its margins collapse with the adjoining margins of following siblings but that
resulting margin does not collapse with the bottom margin of the parent block.

These rules may look somewhat haphazard and arbitrary. This is because they embed a
deep understanding of the sorts of designs that web designers look to achieve, designs that
themselves draw from a historical tradition of European typesetting that had little reason to
conform to simple and mathematically elegant rules. In any case, arbitrary or not, Cassius
must model this semantics faithfully.

Cassius formalization

The CSS 2.1 standard describes margin collapsing by describing the conditions under which
a pair of margins collapse. Any “connected component” of margins collapses together, and
the total margin size is found by adding the most positive and most negative margins in that
group. Reasoning about a large set of margins, let alone a set defined by a graph reachability
criterion, would be beyond the capabilities of a modern SMT solver. Cassius thus uses
a finitization reduction that replaces the set of collapsed margins by a finite description.
Cassius tracks, instead of the set of collapsed margins, a running maximum of margins seen
Figure 6.3: Adjacent vertical margins collapse, and this figure visualizes two possibilities. Each possibility shows several boxes and their margins. Zero-height boxes are represented by horizontal lines. Each arrow represents a margin (all positive) and has the same color as the box that generates it. When a margin determines the location of a box, a circle is drawn around it. The left figure shows how zero-height boxes affect margin collapsing; note that the blue bottom margin is not measured from the bottom of that box because that margin collapses with the box’s top margin. The right figure shows a child box’s margin (in black) collapsing with its parent’s (orange) margin despite being the second sibling of the parent (the first sibling, in blue, is zero height; space has been added around it for clarity). The child box’s margin then collapses with a sibling (green) of that parent.
so far and additional information about those margins. However, doing so for collapsing margins is more complex than the analogous finitization reduction for line height, because it must confront three key problems.

**Positive and negative margins** The browser layout algorithm considers positive and negative margins separately, so Cassius splits the top margin $mt$ into a positive component $mt_+$ and a negative component $mt_-$. To track margins as they collapse together, $mt_+$ is, for any box, the maximum of the top margin $mt$ (if positive), any positive margins of its children that collapse with it, and any positive margins of its previous siblings that collapse with it. Similar accumulations are used for positive and negative top and bottom margins.

**Zero-height first children** When a parent’s top margin collapses with its first child’s, and the first child has zero height, its margins collapse with its next sibling’s top margin. This requires propagating information from that next sibling to that first child. This requires additional $mt'_+$ and $mt'_-$ values: $mt'_+$ is equal to $mt_+$ for boxes with non-zero height, and is equal to the next sibling’s $mt'_+$ for boxes with zero height.

**Clearance** Some boxes whose clear property is set and which have a nearby floating box have clearance. A quirk of the margin collapsing rules declares that if a box of no height has clearance then its margins, and any it collapses with, do not collapse with its parent’s bottom margin. An additional boolean field $mb'$ on each box describes whether its $mb_+$ and $mb_-$ include margins from such boxes, which is used by the parent to avoid collapsing in those cases.

All told, the finitization reduction for margin collapsing reduces the set of collapsing margins to six real values ($mt_+$, $mt_-$, $mb_+$, $mb_-$, $mt'_+$, $mt'_-$) and the boolean $mb'$.

### 6.4 Reasoning about Floating Layout

Exclusion zones, which model floating layout in Cassius, have minimal canonical forms whose compact size makes them an attractive choice for representing floating layout. Cassius
bounds the size of the canonical forms, allowing an SMT solver to use them to compute the positions of floating boxes. Bounding the size of canonical forms is sound: whenever Cassius adds to a canonical form, it tests whether the bound is reached; if so, Cassius reruns the verification with a larger bound. Bounding the size of canonical forms is also complete, since no canonical form can be larger than the number of floating boxes on a page.

6.4.1 Canonical Forms

Two exclusion zones may be equivalent—they may exclude the same set of points. For example,

\[ e = (\{0\}, \{(0,1),(1,1)\}, \{\} \) and \( e' = (\{0\}, \{(1,1)\}, \{\} \)

differ in their L component but exclude the same set of points:

\[ (x, y) \in e \iff (x, y) \in e' \iff y < 0 \lor x < 1 \land y < 1 \]

A compact canonical form can be computed:

**Theorem 6.1.** Every exclusion zone \((Y, L, R)\) has a canonical form \((Y^*, L^*, R^*)\), such that:

- \((Y^*, L^*, R^*)\) is equivalent to \((Y, L, R)\);

- equivalent exclusion zones have identical canonical forms;

- among exclusion zones \((Y', L', R')\) equivalent to \((Y, L, R)\), the canonical form minimizes \(|Y'| + |L'| + |R'|\).

**Proof.** We construct the canonical form explicitly. \(Y^*\) is empty if \(Y\) is empty and otherwise is the singleton set

\[ Y^* = \{\max(Y \cup Y')\} \]

\[ Y' = \{\min(y_l, y_r) \mid (x_l, y_l) \in L \land (x_r, y_r) \in R \land x_l > x_r\} \]
$L^*$ is the maximal subset of $L$ such that

$$(x, y) \in L^* \implies \bigwedge_{(x', y') \in L} (x, y) = (x', y') \lor x > x' \lor y > y'$$

$R^*$ is analogous. Checking the three properties given for canonical forms is mechanical.

**Example 6.1.** Floating boxes are frequently used to lay out vertically-aligned items in toolbars and menus. Suppose that the page width is $w > \ell$, and consider a layout containing $\ell$ left-floating boxes, all of size $1 \times 1$. The exclusion zone is $\{(0), \{(1,1), (2,1), \ldots (\ell,1)\}, \emptyset\}$. This exclusion zone is equivalent to the canonical exclusion zone $\{(0), \{(\ell,1)\}, \emptyset\}$.

Because exclusion zones have compact canonical forms, VizAssert can set a bound $k$ on their size; $|L|, |R| \leq 5$ suffices for most web pages that we have tested with VizAssert (see Section 9.2). Bounding exclusion zones to $k$ elements raises the challenge of picking a sufficiently large $k$. VizAssert circumvents this problem by asserting, on every addition of a box to an exclusion zone, that the chosen bound suffices to represent the combined exclusion zone. If this assertion fails for any addition to an exclusion zone, the query is retried with more registers. Since it is sufficient to use as many registers as there are floating boxes on the page, this process will always terminate.

### 6.4.2 Implementation Using Triples

VizAssert requires an efficient SMT encoding of exclusion zones, including efficient operations for finding the correct position of a floating box and adding a floating box to an exclusion zone.

To compute the position of a float given an exclusion zone $(Y, L, R)$, it is important to first find the float’s $y$ position, which is the minimal $y$ position where the float will fit. This requires iterating through $L$ and $R$ together and in order of increasing $y$. To avoid encoding a sort and merge operation in an SMT formula, $L$ and $R$ are stored together: $L$ and $R$ are stored as a size-$k$ list of triples $(y, \ell, r)$, where each triple represents $(\ell, y) \in L$ and $(r, y) \in R$. Next, there may as many as $|L| + |R|$ or as few as $\min\{|L|, |R|\}$ triples, depending on how
many $y$ values are shared between $L$ and $R$. These triples are stored in order of increasing $y$ value, and $\ell$ (or $r$) may be missing if $L$ contains no points with $y$-position greater than $y$. This encoding allows easily iterating through $L$ and $R$ in order of increasing $y$. Further, at $(y, \ell, r)$, the available horizontal space for a floating box is simply $r - \ell$, making it easy to choose the correct vertical position for a new float.

Besides the triples $(y, \ell, r)$, the set $Y$ must also be encoded. Since VizAssert uses canonical exclusion zones, $Y$ is a singleton set that can be stored directly. When a new float is added to an exclusion zone, $Y$ is updated to the maximum of the current element of $Y$ and the new float’s top edge. Values in $L$ and $R$ whose $y$ position is less than the new float’s top edge must also be removed. This is easy since $L$ and $R$ are stored in sorted order as triples $(y, \ell, r)$.

The triple-based encoding significantly shrinks the size of the SMT formulas that define exclusion zone operations. Particularly important is the sorted, paired order in which $L$ and $R$ are stored, which avoids encoding inefficient operations such as sorting and merging that would otherwise be used to iterate over those sets in a sorted order. As a further tweak to this encoding, VizAssert allows “redundant triples”, which are two triples whose $y$ values differ and whose $(\ell, r)$ are identical. These redundant triples reduce the size of the SMT formula for adding a float to an exclusion zone, at the cost of possibly requiring more registers. We have found that on balance, redundant triples result in smaller formulas.

### 6.4.3 Validating the Implementation

The encoding of exclusion zones is complex. Each time VizAssert runs, it proves that its implementation satisfies the standard’s rules for floating layout, for the current $k$. If the proof fails, VizAssert retains soundness by terminating.

For each of the nine rules required of floating layout, the proof considers the placement of an arbitrary floating box given an arbitrary exclusion zone. Each rule is proven by induction over the exclusion zone’s construction: it is proven for an empty exclusion zone, and proven preserved when a floating box is added to an exclusion zone. Each case of the proof is carried
out automatically by the SMT solver, since VizAssert’s implementation of floating layout is a collection of SMT formulas.

We have performed a paper proof that this automated proof always succeeds.
Chapter 7

MODULAR REASONING

While VizAssert can automatically verify web page layout properties, it does so by considering the page as a whole. Troika likewise verifies web page layout properties, but enables a more modular approach. The developer partitions a web page into components and writes component specifications which summarize the possible layouts of each component. Each component specification can be verified independently, using a mix of different verification tools. Troika then proves the layout properties from those specifications. This modular approach allows mixing different verification tools, incremental re-verification, and proof reuse across different pages.

7.1 Modular Layout Proofs

A modular layout proof relies on a decomposition of a web page layout into components, whose layout can be separately specified and independently verified. However, unlike prior domains where modularity has been used to scale verification, web pages have no natural computational units such as function or module boundaries. Troika uses a novel definition of web page components, which combines subtrees of the web page HTML with symbolic computed styles summarizing its CSS. This section defines web page components and modular layout proofs, in which component specifications constrain the layout of components, and provides an algorithm for checking that a modular layout proof is well-formed. Section 7.2 describes how component specifications are checked.
7.1.1 Finding Modularity in Web Pages

Troika uses a partitioning of the HTML tree into subtrees with holes\footnote{That is, a subtree of the HTML tree, optionally with some subtrees replaced by holes.} as its basis for dividing a page into components. Components do not overlap, so every element is in exactly one component. Unlike the HTML tree, a page’s CSS rules cannot be partitioned and split between its various components: each CSS rule can apply to multiple elements, including elements in multiple components. Moreover, determining which CSS rules apply to which element requires the full page HTML: it cannot be determined from a component alone. So, a component also includes a symbolic computed style to summarize the CSS that applies to each element.

The *computed style* \cite{W3C11} for an element gives a value for each of its CSS properties. Browser implementations derive computed styles from the page’s CSS, and then use that computed style (rather than the original CSS) when laying out the element. Troika does the same, and each component includes its elements’ computed styles. Since access to browser parameters is necessary for deriving computed styles, Troika includes a *symbolic* computed style engine. That engine produces, for each element, a list of possible computed values with symbolic *guards* for each, where each guard is a set of linear inequalities over the browser parameters that define when that computed value is to be used. Those guards are used by the solver to define the element’s computed style in terms of browser parameters.

**Definition 7.1.** A *component* of a web page is a subtree (with holes) of the page’s HTML and symbolic computed style for each element in that subtree. A symbolic computed style is a function from browser parameters to a computed style.

**Definition 7.2.** A *decomposition* of a web page into components is a set of components of that page that form a partitioning of the page.

In Troika, a proof author specifies a decomposition by providing a CSS selector for the root element of each component. Each element is placed in the component of its closest
selected ancestor. This scheme guarantees that components always form a partitioning of the HTML tree. Assigning a component specification $P_c$ to each component yields a modular layout proof:

**Definition 7.3.** A **modular layout proof** of a property $Q$ for a web page $p$ consists of a decomposition $C$ of $p$ and a component specification $P_c$ for each component $c \in C$. A modular layout proof of $Q$ is well-formed when $(\bigwedge_c P_c) \Rightarrow Q$ as a matter of pure logic.

Both the web page property $Q$ and the component specifications $P_c$ are given in Visual Logic (Section 4.1). To preserve modularity, a component specification quantifies only over the elements within that component. Section 7.2 describes component specifications further and defines when a component specification is true.

### 7.1.2 Checking Validity for Modular Proofs

A modular layout proof is true when each component specification $P_c$ is true and when the proof is well-formed. This section describes an algorithm for establishing that a modular layout proof is well-formed; Section 7.2 describes how component specifications are checked to ensure that the overall proof is true.

Unlike component specifications, the well-formedness of a modular layout proof requires whole-page reasoning. It is thus essential that modular layout proofs avoid expensive reasoning about the browser layout algorithm. In a modular layout proof, the component specifications $P_c$ already summarize the layout of each component. So, **no formalization of the browser layout algorithm is used to check the well-formedness of modular layout proofs.** Avoiding the need to reason about the entire page using the complex browser layout algorithm enables modular proofs to scale to much larger web pages than monolithic reasoning. This also makes it possible to combine multiple verification tools, each of which formalizes browser layout in its own way.

Checking the well-formedness of a modular layout proof means proving a Visual Logic implication. Visual Logic compiles to quantifier-free linear real arithmetic, so a solver such
as Z3 [DMB08] can be used to decide the truth of this implication. The challenge is finding an efficiently-solvable query equivalent to the implication to be tested. This query must express: (1) the structure of the page; (2) the component specifications $P_c$; and (3) the web page property $Q$, negated. If the query is satisfiable, there is a layout where the $P_c$ hold but $Q$ does not; otherwise, the $P_c$ imply $Q$.

The main data type in the query is the box, which represents the size and position of an element on the page. A box consists of an identifier and 28 real-number variables for its size and position. The query declares two kinds of box variables: a “known box” for each box on the page and an “unknown box” for each free variable in $Q$; each unknown box is constrained to be one of the known boxes. Visual Logic expressions such as $b.top\{margin\}$ are compiled to formulas over these box variables: expressions in $P_c$ over the known boxes, and expressions in $Q$ over the unknown boxes. Visual Logic expressions can also refer to the parents, children, or siblings of a box. To support this, the query declares “pointer functions” from boxes to boxes and defines their values for the known boxes; these pointer functions define the structure of the page in the query. A selector test “$b \in \$(s)$” in Visual Logic is compiled to a disjunction “$b = box_1 \lor b = box_2 \lor \cdots$”, where each $box_i$ is a known box that matches the selector.

The resulting queries are efficiently solvable (see results in Section 9.3). The well-formedness of a modular layout proof is usually faster to check than its component specifications.

### 7.2 Component Specifications

Since a modular layout proof does not assume a particular formalization of the browser layout algorithm, different component specifications can be verified with different tools, including

---

2Some elements have multiple boxes (e.g., numbered lists), and some elements have no boxes (e.g., invisible elements).

3In total, 16 real numbers correspond to the sizes and positions of each of the margin, border, padding, and content areas of each box; plus, 12 real numbers represent its foreground and background colors, before and after gamma correction.
tools that formalize browser layout differently. This enables using different tools for different parts of the page as well as using different tools at different stages of the proof development process. This section describes four component specification verification tools and defines \textit{independently-true} component specifications, which are true independently of the rest of the page and can thus be verified more efficiently.

### 7.2.1 True and Independently-true Component Specifications

A component specification abstracts over the layout of the elements in that component. Its pre-conditions and post-conditions state properties of the component’s elements’ layout that are relevant to proving a web page property.

\noindent \textbf{Definition 7.4.} A component specification $P_c$ of a component $c$ on a page $p$ is \textit{true} if it is true of the elements in $c$ for all possible layouts of the overall page $p$.

For a modular layout proof to be true, its component specifications must be true. However, an element’s layout depends on its context: the layout of the other components in the page. For example, the width of an element often depends on the width of its parent, and can even depend on subsequent HTML elements (for example, in the case of shrink-to-fit width). The height of a component often depends on the heights of its children. All of these elements may be part of other components. As a result, to test whether a component specification is true, one must reason about the whole web page. But such whole-page reasoning does not scale to larger web pages.

This motivates the identification of a stronger notion of truth which can be established by considering a component in isolation. This stronger notion is inspired by the insight that a component specification that can be verified without consulting the rest of the web page must be true for all web pages that contain the component. Such component specifications are called \textit{independently-true}:

\noindent \textbf{Definition 7.5.} A component specification $P_c$ is \textit{independently-true} of a component $c$ on a page $p$ if it is true on all web pages $p'$ that contain $c$’s HTML elements, and assign each
element the same symbolic computed style as in $p$. Note that this requirement is vacuously true on pages $p'$ that do not satisfy the preconditions in $P_c$.

One may think of a true component specification $P_c$ as having an implicit precondition exactly describing the possible layouts of the rest of the specific page. Writing an independently-true component specification $P_c$ replaces this complex and weighty implicit precondition with a simplified precondition sufficient to prove the property at hand.

### 7.2.2 Component Verification Tools

Troika currently supports four tools for verifying component specifications: random-test, model-check, whole-page, and component-smt; component specifications can also be “admit”ted. Some tools are sound, while others (random-test and admit) are not. Modular layout proofs are only sound when the component verification tools they use are sound; unsound tools are, however, useful during proof development. This subsection summarizes the random-test, model-check, and whole-page tools, which check whether a component specification is true, while Section 7.2.3 describes component-smt, which checks whether a component specification is independently-true.

Each tool takes as input the web page HTML and CSS[4], the component $c$, the range of browser parameters, and the property to verify. The tool must either declare that the property holds, or produce output (such as a counterexample) to be shown to the Troika user.

random-test$[n]$ and model-check random-test$[n]$ and model-check are both based on the Cornipickle tool [HBGLB15]. random-test$[n]$ compiles a specification to JavaScript and runs it in a remote-controlled instance of Firefox using $n$ random sets of browser parameters. The model-check tool is similar, but exhaustively tests every possible setting of the browser

---

[4]The full web page’s HTML and CSS are necessary for those tools that use whole-page reasoning (random-test, model-check, and whole-page) and thus need to compute layout and style information for elements outside the component.
Both rely on Firefox’s implementation of the browser layout algorithm. Thus, they can support components whose CSS is outside the subset formalized in SMT.

**whole-page**  The whole-page verifier is based on VizAssert, and uses the Cassius framework to soundly verify component specifications. Although the assertion only refers to a single component of the page, whole-page still reasons about the whole page; as a result, the whole-page tool can verify any true component specification, provided it fits into the subset of browser layout formalized by Cassius.

### 7.2.3 Verifying Independently-True Component Specifications

The component-smt verification tool is a sound, SMT-based tool for verifying independently-true component specifications. component-smt’s implementation is also based on Cassius, which verifies a whole-page layout property $P$ by using an SMT solver to search for layouts of the page that: 1) are valid according to the browser layout algorithm, 2) fall within the specified range of browser parameters, and 3) do not match the property $P$. Solutions to this query are counterexamples to $P$. component-smt modifies Cassius to verify the layout of individual components by allowing the page’s HTML tree to be partially undefined. These undefined portions correspond to the part of the web page outside the component; leaving them undefined allows the solver to synthesize that part of the page as part of its counterexample.

The main challenge in using partially-undefined HTML trees is that describing the layout of the elements in that partially-undefined portion would require the use of quantifiers and thus significantly slow down the solver. So, the component-smt tool instead uses the solver to search for the possible effects of elements outside the component on the layout of the component. By not explicitly representing those elements, component-smt thus avoids the need for quantifiers. To search for such effects, component-smt ensures that all constraints that relate

---

5The model-check only tests integer values of the browser parameters; non-integer values are rare in practice.
the layouts of two different elements pass through “pointer relations” such as “parent” or
“first child”. These relations are defined for pairs of elements within the component, but left
undefined when they involve elements outside the component. As an example, if \( e_1 \) is inside
the component, but its first child \( e_2 \) is outside it, the constraint \( e_1.\text{height} = 80 + e_2.\text{height} \)
is rewritten to \( e_1.\text{height} = 80 + \text{first-child}(e_1).\text{height} \), and \( \text{first-child}(e_1) \) is left undefined. The
underlying solver then treats \( \text{first-child}(e_1).\text{height} \) as an unknown real-valued variable and
searches for possible heights that could cause \( e_1 \) to violate the component specification.
Searching for the effects of the undefined portion of the HTML tree, instead of searching for
that portion of the tree directly, is efficient enough to verify small components in seconds.

The \texttt{component-smt} tool inherits its soundness and completeness from the model of
browser layout that it modifies: it only removes constraints and thus allows strictly more
counterexamples, so soundness is maintained; and it only removes constraints on elements
outside the component, preserving completeness (since independently-true component spec-
ifications cannot depend on the layout of those elements). We have not encountered any
soundness or completeness problems in the current implementation of \texttt{component-smt}.

7.2.4 Visual Logic Extensions for Independently-True Specifications

An independently-true component specification must not reason about elements outside of
the component, so its preconditions must express all effects of those elements’ layouts. Pre-
conditions on widths, heights, or positions can be expressed using ordinary visual-logic predi-
cates; however, some CSS features allow distant elements to affect each other’s layout. Troika
extends Visual Logic with additional predicates that capture these long-distance interactions
for use in preconditions. Note that such preconditions are only necessary to constrain the
interaction of elements across components; \texttt{component-smt} directly verifies the interactions
of elements within a component.

Margins In the browser layout algorithm, boxes have a \textit{margin} where other elements are
not supposed to be laid out. In some cases, margins of multiple boxes “collapse”, or merge,
and predicates like **non-negative-margins** allow proof authors to control this multi-component interaction. These predicates are defined in terms of a new \( b.\text{collapsed-margin} \) field, which measures the size of a collapsed margin. This field allows defining the \( \text{non-negative-margins}(b) \) predicate, which is commonly used as a postcondition to prove that elements do not overlap.

In **random-test** and **model-check**, these fields are computed in JavaScript, while **whole-page** and **component-smt** use internal state in the Cassius browser layout algorithm that tracks this margin collapsing behavior.

**Floating Layout**  To constrain how floating boxes from one component affect elements in another, Troika adds the \( \text{starts-float-free}(b, R) \) and \( \text{ends-float-free}(b, R) \) predicates (abbreviated \text{sff} and \text{eff}). Both predicates take a box \( b \) and a rectangle \( R \). The \( \text{starts-float-free} \) predicate asserts that floating boxes that precede \( b \) do not overlap with \( R \), while \( \text{ends-float-free} \) asserts no overlap for all boxes that either precede or descend from \( b \). \( \text{starts-float-free} \) is usually used as a precondition in component specifications, while \( \text{ends-float-free} \) is used as a postcondition to prove \( \text{starts-float-free} \) predicates for later components.

The **random-test** and **model-check** tools check these predicates by examining all floating boxes in a given layout, while **whole-page** and **component-smt** translate \( \text{starts-float-free} \) and \( \text{ends-float-free} \) into constraints on the exclusion zones that Cassius uses to describe the position of floating boxes in the page. We have also developed helper functions to handle common uses of \( \text{starts-float-free} \) and \( \text{ends-float-free} \). For example, \( \text{no-floats-enter}(b) \) generally asserts \( \text{starts-float-free}(b, [\infty, b.\text{top}, +\infty, +\infty]) \), that is, that preceding floating boxes are vertically above \( b \), while \( \text{float-flow-across}(b_1, b_2) \) generally asserts that \( \text{ends-float-free}(b_1, R) \) implies \( \text{starts-float-free}(b_2, R) \). These helper functions concisely describe how floating boxes in one component affect elements in another component. More precisely, these helper func-
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6 Negative margins are legal in CSS and commonly used for tasks like centering. For these pages, proof authors can define alternative predicates in terms of \( b.\text{collapsed-margin} \) instead of using \text{non-negative-margins}.

7 Defined by four numbers \( x_1, y_1, x_2, y_2 \), where each number is either real or \( \pm \infty \).

8 That is, that the margin areas of all boxes that precede \( b \) in an in-order traversal of the HTML tree do not overlap with \( b \)'s margin area.
tions are defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{no-floats-enter}(b) & := \text{sff}(b, [-\infty, b.\text{top}, +\infty, +\infty]) \\
\text{no-floats-exit}(b) & := \text{eff}(b, [-\infty, b.\text{bottom}, +\infty, +\infty]) \\
\text{no-floats-exit}'(b) & := \text{let } y = (\text{if } b.\text{height} = 0 \text{ then } b.\text{top[outer]} \text{ else } b.\text{bottom}) \text{ in} \\
& \quad \text{eff}(b, [-\infty, y, +\infty, +\infty]) \\
\text{float-flow-in}(b_1, b_2) & := \forall R, \text{sff}(b_1, R) = \text{sff}(b_2, R) \land b_1.\text{top} \leq b_2.\text{top} \\
\text{float-flow-out}(b_1, b_2) & := \forall R, \text{eff}(b_1, R) = \text{eff}(b_2, R) \land b_1.\text{bottom} \leq b_2.\text{bottom} \\
\text{float-flow-across}(b_1, b_2) & := \forall R, \text{eff}(b_1, R) = \text{sff}(b_2, R) \land b_1.\text{bottom} \leq b_2.\text{top} \\
\text{float-flow-skip}(b) & := \forall R, \text{eff}(b, R) = \text{sff}(b, R)
\end{align*}
\]

7.3 The Troika Proof Assistant

To make modular layout proofs accessible to proof engineers, Troika provides a convenient proof language for defining and checking modular layout proofs.

7.3.1 The Tactic Language

The Troika tactic language has two roles: defining web pages and theorems about them; and then proving these theorems by defining components and their specifications and indicating with which tools to verify them. Figure 7.1 gives a core grammar for this language.

Troika’s “page” command loads web pages (from disk or via a URL), and its “with” block specifies ranges for each browser parameter, such as browser width and height, default font size, or any others supported by the verification tools used. The “theorem” command defines theorems about those pages in Visual Logic. The “define” command defines Visual Logic shorthands. Pages, theorems, and shorthands use separate namespaces. The “proof” command begins a proof and specifies the set of web pages for which to prove the theorem. A single proof can prove the same theorem across multiple similar web pages, as in Section 9.3.
\[
\langle \text{command} \rangle ::= \text{page}\langle \text{page} \rangle = \text{load}\langle \text{url} \rangle \text{ with } \langle \text{param} \rangle^* \\
| \text{theorem } \langle \text{thm} \rangle = \langle \text{assertion} \rangle \\
| \text{define } \langle \text{fun} \rangle (\langle \text{var} \rangle^*) = \langle \text{assertion} \rangle \\
| \text{proof of } \langle \text{thm} \rangle \text{ for } \langle \text{page} \rangle^* \langle \text{tactic} \rangle^* \text{qed}
\]

\[
\langle \text{tactic} \rangle ::= \text{components } \langle \text{cmp-name} \rangle = \$(\langle \text{selector} \rangle)
\]

| \text{for all } c \in \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \text{ assert } \langle \text{assertion} \rangle \text{ by } \langle \text{tool} \rangle \\
| \text{for all } c \in \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \text{ require } \langle \text{assertion} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{param} \rangle ::= \langle \text{param-name} \rangle \in [\langle \text{real} \rangle, \langle \text{real} \rangle]
\]

\[
\langle \text{cmpset} \rangle ::= \langle \text{cmp-name} \rangle \mid C \\
| \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \cup \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \mid \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \cap \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \mid \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle \setminus \langle \text{cmpset} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{tool} \rangle ::= \text{admit} \mid \text{random-test}[\langle \text{num} \rangle] \mid \text{model-check} \mid \text{whole-page} \mid \text{component-smt}
\]

Figure 7.1: The core syntax of the Troika tactic language.
Within a proof, each “components” tactic defines new components, identifying them using CSS selectors. Each element that matches that CSS selector becomes the root element of a component; a CSS selector can match multiple elements, so one “components” tactic defines a set of components. Defining multiple components with a single selector is important for partitioning large pages (as in Section 9.3).

The “assert” and “require” tactics define component specifications: a component with assertions (postconditions) $A_i$ and preconditions $R_j$ has the component specification $\left(\bigwedge_j R_j\right) \implies \left(\bigwedge_i A_i\right)$. Both “assert” and “require” operate on multiple components at once (using set operations on the sets of components defined by each “components” tactic and the set $C$ of all components). In each assertion and precondition, the variable $c$ is bound to the particular component, and can be omitted if not used. Troika also allows using “for” and “component”, which are like “for all” and “components” but check that the component set contains exactly one component.

### 7.3.2 Implementation

Troika is open-source and freely available online. The implementation includes an interpreter for the tactic language, a dispatcher for invoking verification tools, compilers from Visual Logic to SMT-LIB and JavaScript, and a core data structure for representing web pages and web page components. Troika uses the Cassius framework and Z3 SMT solver to check the well-formedness of proofs, as well as to execute the whole-page and component-smt tools.

To implement the random-test and model-check verification tools, Troika compiles the component specification to JavaScript and uses the Selenium library to run that JavaScript in a headless Firefox instance. Visual Logic expressions have straightforward JavaScript equivalents: Troika uses the CSS Object Model API to query element locations, hoists $b.\text{ancestor}(P)$ expressions to recursive functions, and uses the Range API to access the
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9At [https://cassius.uwplse.org/](https://cassius.uwplse.org/)
sizes of text boxes. However, on large pages, the straightforward JavaScript equivalent was often inefficient. For example, the Visual Logic assertion “∀\(b, b \in A\) \implies onscreen(b)” quantifies over every box in the page, even if few boxes are generated by a elements. To fix this inefficiency, Troika searches the assertion for selector constraints on the quantified boxes and only tests the assertion on boxes matching that selector.

7.3.3 Parallelism and Caching

To check a modular layout proof, Troika must verify each component specification and check the well-formedness of the overall proof. The proof is valid only if each check succeeds. When a check fails and the verification tool produces a counterexample, that counterexample is shown to the user. Different components and verification tools run in parallel with each other and with proof checking, using a single-producer multi-consumer queue with a user-configurable number of parallel threads.

In order to speed up proof checking, Troika caches every invocation of a verification tool. These caches ensure that re-checking a proof is fast, which is convenient when adding additional theorems and proofs to a proof script. For simplicity, the cache requires an exact match for the web page HTML and CSS, component, browser parameters, and property being verified.

To make a match more likely, each verification tool can define an automatic pruning algorithm to discard the parts of the page it does not use. This allows component specifications to be reused across multiple web pages.

Of the four tools provided by the Troika prototype, only component-smt makes extensive use of pruning. Since component-smt does not rely on any part of the page outside the component, it prunes those parts of the page away, along with all CSS rules that do not apply to elements in the component and all fonts, classes, and IDs not referenced in the pruned CSS rules. Unnecessary rules, fonts, classes, and IDs can differ even on closely related pages; pruning them ensures that the cache key contains only information used by component-smt. Each pruning pass is conservative in order to preserve soundness.
Chapter 8

RELATED WORK

8.1 Accessibility of Web Pages

Title II of the American Disabilities Act and Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 both mandate nondiscrimination on the basis of ability for US government entities, and the Department of Justice has subsequently published guidelines for website accessibility [US 17a, US 17b]. Similar guidelines are expected for entities that are subject to Title III of the ADA [US 10]. Similarly, the European Commission issued the Web and Mobile Accessibility Directive [Eur16] to ensure public sector websites and mobile apps follow accessibility standards, and the proposed European Accessibility Act would extend these requirements to the private sector. In Japan, public sector websites have been held to accessibility standards through the Basic IT Law [Die00]. Similar standards exist in other countries as well.

These legal requirements, joined of course by moral considerations, have directed a lot of research in computer accessibility, including in the accessibility of user interfaces in general and web pages in particular. Major GUI frameworks, including the Android, iOS, OS X, and the multiple Windows frameworks, include support for accessibility information, which often involves annotating widgets with roles or describing their content. For the web, this framework is ARIA [W3C16]. ARIA allows specifying the “role” of a web page element, so that accessibility tools can better describe it to a vision-impaired user, using the role attribute. For example, a link may be given a role of button, checkbox, link, menuitem, option, or others, reflecting the interaction model that link expects: clicking a link will navigate to a new page, for example, while clicking a checkbox will not. ARIA is important for JavaScript-heavy applications, where interacting with web page elements (like links) can trigger arbitrary behaviors. For example, for a link that will navigate to another web page,
describing the destination of the link is important, while for a checkbox it is important to
describe its current state. ARIA also provides mechanisms for authors to describe events that
change a web page (like new notifications arriving), to label states (like whether a checkbox
is checked), and to define relationships between elements (like whether one controls the
state of another). ARIA does not describe the visual appearance of a page; instead, it
describes the semantic information that might be necessary for understanding and using a
page. Unfortunately, ARIA use is spotty and often under-tested.

**Accessibility guidelines** Separately from ARIA, the W3C also publishes a set of guide-
lines for making web content accessible: the WCAG [W3C08]. The WCAG describes best
practices for using ARIA, but additionally describes non-ARIA requirements, such as having
captions for all images, transcriptions for all audio, and visible, high-contrast fonts. The
WCAG is a document for web developers, and does not describe how its guidelines can
be checked automatically. However, a wide variety of tools exist to help automate com-
pliance with the WCAG and with the legal requirements described above. For example,
Wave [Web17b], SOAtest [Par17], and 508checker [For14] are three tools that analyze web
pages and offer warnings for elements that may be violating best practices such as avoiding
justified text and having meaningful captions. These tools operate like linters: they are
based on simple rules that match common errors that can be easily identified from web
page source. For example, SOAtest offered suggestions to avoid justified text and pointed
out the need to have captions for each image when run on some sample web pages. These
tools do not analyze the visual layout of the web page, and thus cannot help with important
guidelines dictating the size of text or the location of input elements.

Academic work has also been done on this problem. Raven [FS06] applies “validation
rules” to ensure that the Java objects that make up a graphical interface properly contain
captions, summaries, and valid mnemonics, important tests for accessible interfaces. Chang,
Yeh, and Miller extend pixel-based tools to access accessibility information, such as content
and role information for user interface elements [CYM11]. All of these tools only test visual
layout for particular browser parameters (or the equivalent for other GUI frameworks) so do not provide strong guarantees across the possible parameter values.

As expected, these automatic linters are not sufficient for producing accessible web pages. Mankoff, Fait, and Tran investigated different methods of discovering accessibility problems in web pages \cite{MFT05}. These authors compared four approaches to discovering accessibility problems, comparing each approach to a direct observation study of blind users completing a preset list of tasks:

- Review by expert web developers familiar with the WCAG guidelines
- Review by similar web developers with access to the JAWS screen reader
- Recommendations by the Bobby web accessibility testing tool
- Anonymous feedback from crowd-sourced screen reader users.

None of the four approaches discovered all of the accessibility problems, and each had a substantial false-positive rate that limited its utility; moreover expert review, especially with access to a screen reader, substantially outperformed the other approaches, with automated tools doing particularly poorly. Several of the problems missed by the automated tool required access to the visual appearance of the page. For example, the authors call out “poor formatting”, “visual pairing”, and “pop-ops” as visual properties not detected by automated tools. The limitations of current automatic accessibility checkers have filtered back into guidelines. For example, the WCAG \cite{W3C08} suggests avoiding pixel sizes because they make it difficult to ensure the page will behave properly when text size changes, even though pixel sizes are necessary for designers to have exact control over web page appearance.

In fact, accessibility guidelines (such as the WCAG) recommend that web developers avoid common CSS features (such as pixel and percentage lengths) to avoid problems that are difficult to automatically test for. Of course, avoiding such features places limitations on the designs developers can achieve.
Accessibility properties  Several recent papers have developed simple heuristics for detecting layout failures—web pages with problematic visual appearance. For example, Bigham’s opportunistic accessibility improvement [Big14] proposes increasing the default text size on a web page until the size of the text introduces layout failures. Bigham’s tool detects three types of layout failures:

- Scroll bars on elements that did not previously have scroll bars;
- Text overlapping that previously did not; and
- Very narrow lines of text (five words or fewer)

Also using simple visual heuristics, ReDeCheck [WKM17] attempts to detect pages that have layout failures when the screen size is changed. ReDeCheck measures the visual relationships between elements (such as alignment, horizontal or vertical adjacency, or containment) and detects screen sizes where these relationships change. Both of these tools work well despite their simple heuristics.

For more-complicated visual assertions, Cornipickle [HBGLB15] provides a declarative programming language for specifying desirable properties of web page layouts and checks them on a live browser as the user interacts with a web page. Cornipickle’s language features first-order quantifiers, temporal modalities, and regular expression matches for text. This language makes it possible to express quite sophisticated layout problems: asserting that all elements of a list are aligned, ensuring that an element’s position is not changed by user interactions, or ensuring that after logging in, the “log out” link is visible.

Visual Logic is inspired by Cornipickle, but is adapted to enable automated reasoning: Visual Logic adds functions for traversing the tree of boxes, adds the ancestor function for relating distant boxes, and limits multiplication to linear arithmetic. Cornipickle does not offer a verification tool like VizAssert for its assertion language; it simply offers a convenient method for testing assertions on particular browser parameters. VizAssert thus uses a similar language to Cornipickle, but it also verifies these properties (using Cassius), which allows it
to reason about all possible users, instead of specializing to a single user. (Troika’s random-test is more similar to Cornipickle in this sense.) On the other hand, Visual Logic omits Cornipickle’s temporal operators (since its existing uses in VizAssert and Troika do not involve reasoning about JavaScript).

8.2 Formalizing Web Page Layout

Developing a formal description of the browser layout algorithm follows in the footsteps of earlier efforts to apply formal reasoning to visual objects (including application GUIs and drawings) and earlier attempts to formalize portions of browser layout.

8.2.1 Formal visual reasoning

Several papers from the last few years have used formal methods to reason about graphical objects. A long line of work has examined using constraints to define the behavior of graphical user interfaces by constraining the positions of objects in the UI. Constraint-based graphics has been studied since Ivan Sutherland’s Sketchpad system [Sut64] and used to lay out print [vW82], graphical user interfaces [ZM91 HM92], and web pages [BLM97]. Particularly applicable to Cassius is ConstraintSS [BBMS99], a recent effort directly applying the fruits of this literature to web pages. Also related to constraint-based visual reasoning is programming by manipulation [HBR14], which turns the constraint-based approach on its head by asking users to create visualizations by directly manipulating them; manipulations of the visualizations correspond to breaking and re-making the constraints that define it. Finally, Sketch-n-sketch [CHSA16] uses a similar approach—linking manipulations of graphics with manipulations of the programs that generate them—without the constraint-based underlying language.

ConstraintSS ConstraintSS [BBMS99] is a recent effort to combine constraint-based layout with the idioms of the web, such as stylesheets that can be used on many web pages and across different user preferences. ConstraintSS proposes allowing web page authors to write
constraints that will be used to determine the appearance of their web page. For example, the following constraint style sheet would ask the browser to use 13-pixel fonts for headings (h1 elements) if such fonts are available or, if they are not, to use bigger fonts:

H1 { font-size: 13px }
H1 { constraint: font-size >= 13px }

The user would also be able constrain multiple elements in relation to one another, as in the following requirement that the elements c1 and c2 have the same widths:

@constraint #c1[width] = #c2[width]

ConstraintSS combines constraint solving with existing CSS idioms. Constraints in ConstraintSS can use selectors to choose elements to apply constraints to. A single ConstraintSS stylesheet can be used on multiple web pages. And at its core, ConstraintSS models web pages as document trees, unlike many constraint-based layout tools where screen objects are not organized in any higher structure. Using a tree structure for web page elements also allows ConstraintSS to use inheritance, much like CSS.

ConstraintSS must overcome two challenges of constraint-based layout: conflicting constraints and ambiguous layouts. General constraint languages allow writing multiple constraints that are not mutually satisfiable, such as requiring a certain element be both 12 and 15 pixels tall. It is also possible for two constraints to be mutually satisfiable for some screen sizes but not others; imagine requiring that an element both take up at least half the width of the screen, and be 400 pixels wide. ConstraintSS follows previous work in resolving these situations by annotating constraints with priorities, thereby establishing a hierarchy of constraints. When two constraints conflict, the lower-priority constraint is ignored. Priority systems give a well-defined meaning to conflicting constraints, but make predicting the behavior of the system more complex to reason about: only the highest-priority constraints can be assumed to hold. For web pages, priority systems are more natural than in other domains, since CSS already includes several priority mechanisms: user styles override author styles
override browser styles, `!important` rules override rules without that qualifier, and specific selectors override more general ones.

ConstraintSS must also overcome the challenge of ambiguous layouts: the given constraints may not uniquely determine the size and position of every element of the page. For example, the constraint `font-size >= 13px` allows both 13 and 14 pixel fonts if no other constraints are given. ConstraintSS leaves this question to the solver, which is tasked with finding a layout that satisfies the constraints. ConstraintSS uses Cassowary [BBS01] as the solver, which attempts to minimize the product of the “error” for each linear constraint (for `font-size >= 13px`, the error is `13px - font-size`) multiplied by a representation of the priority of that constraint. ConstraintSS also adds several modifications to the constraint solver, such as read-only variables, that make the constraints more predictable and easier to debug. Other constraint-based layout tools may use different solvers and different objective functions; for example, the Auckland layout editor for UIs [ZLSW13] uses the square of the error for each constraint, which ensures that the constraints have a unique best solution.

Constraint-based layouts are a powerful abstraction of layout, but come with challenges (conflicts and ambiguity). Resolving these challenges is possible (such as with priorities and objective functions) but also obscures some of the benefits (like ease of analysis and predictability) of constraint-based layout.

Like ConstraintSS, Cassius models CSS as a set of constraints that are solved to lay out the page. However, Cassius does not replace CSS or modify existing browsers. Instead, it provides a mechanized semantics for CSS, and as such, it could potentially be used to compile constraint-based layout languages to CSS.

Programming by manipulation  Programming by manipulation, introduced by T. Hottelier [HBR14], is a methodology for helping users write visualizations. Programming by manipulation presents the user with a visualization, and allows users to change it by highlighting aspects of the visualization that they dislike. The system then generates a new visualization with that aspect changed. For example, the user may turn two bar charts into
a single stacked bar chart by dragging a single bar from one chart until it rests atop a bar from the other chart. The programming by manipulation system uses this information to recompute the visualization and produce a single stacked bar chart.

Behind the scenes, programming by manipulation maintains constraints that define the layout of the visualization. Every manipulation removes all constraints incompatible with the new position or shape of the manipulated object; thus, the system of constraints can never have conflicting constraints. Meanwhile, ambiguous constraints allow the system to present the user with multiple possible visualizations to help explore possible visualization designs. This exploration is done by labeling layout elements whose position is not fixed by existing constraints with an open padlock icon. The programming by manipulation system also draws these elements’ axes of freedom.

Because the user is actively interacting with the set of constraints to produce a static visualization (unlike ConstraintSS, where the user is writing constraints once, and then allowing them to run in many possible contexts), programming by manipulation can afford to use less complex constraints. All constraints are chosen from a set of hard-coded traits, which are sufficiently general to make possible a wide variety of visualization types. The constraints in these traits are non-directional (unlike constraints with read-only variables in ConstraintSS) and are not prioritized (since constraints never conflict). The solver used is an SMT solver, which allows complex radial layouts and polynomial constraints.

Programming by manipulation is far from the only approach to allowing users to generate constraint-based layouts; most commercial editors for graphical user interfaces have such capabilities (often not phrased as editing constraints), and other research efforts have also adopted the strategy of limiting user interaction with constraints to avoid conflict or ambiguity [ZLSW13]; programming by manipulation is, however, relatively unusual in its focus on visualizations. There is a substantial literature on non-constraint-based languages for visualizations, such as the grammar of graphics [Wi05] implemented in popular libraries such as ggplot2 [Wic09]. Our work is complementary to much of this literature. However, such languages could have useful synergies with Troika: components generated from such
languages could automatically provide useful preconditions, making their use within Troika easier.

**Sketch-n-sketch** Programming by manipulation and similar efforts can be seen as linking graphical program output with program text (where the program is the set of constraints, including their priorities and directionality where applicable), so that, just as manipulating the program manipulates its output, manipulating the output would manipulate the program. The benefit of this bidirectionality is that visual properties are often much easier to describe by direct manipulation than by describing the program that produces the right output. Sketch-n-sketch [CHSA16] is the most complete example of this vision, which allows the user to write arbitrary programs in a functional subset of Scheme, and link manipulations of the graphical output of these programs to manipulations of the program text itself.

Unlike ConstraintSS and Programming by Manipulation, which formalize the semantics of layouts as a set of constraints, Sketch-n-sketch formalizes layouts as the output of an arbitrary program in a Turing-complete language that produces a collection of graphical objects (rectangles, say) as output. The key challenge to graphics generated by arbitrary programs is handling control flow—it is possible for similar outputs to be produced by dramatically different computations. The authors of Sketch-n-sketch note that for most graphics, this sort of confluence is unusual because control flow is usually simple and driven by data. Instead of control flow, the visual appearance of the graphic is usually derived from constants embedded in the source code.

Sketch-n-sketch uses this insight to quickly translate between output manipulations and program manipulations. As it executes a graphics program, Sketch-n-sketch stores a trace of arithmetic operations used to compute the position and size of every object on the screen, and a path condition for the control flow path followed. When the user manipulates an object, Sketch-n-sketch uses the trace to solve for values of constants that result in the new position, and then verifies that these new values also satisfy the path condition. In other words, Sketch-n-sketch synthesizes new values of constants under the assumption that
control flow will not change, and separately verifies the assumption once new values are chosen. This separation means synthesizing new values of constants can use simple solvers for arithmetic computations instead of more complex solvers for boolean logic, resulting in near-instantaneous synthesis of new constants.

8.2.2 CSS formalization

Other researchers have formalized parts of the browser layout algorithm and mechanically reasoned about it. The most prominent such work is pbrowser [MB10], which formalizes part of the browser layout algorithm using attribute grammars. This specification is then used to generate parallel execution schedules for web page layout. For CSS selectors in particular, a major focus of pbrowser, an alternate approach uses tree logics [HLO14]. We discuss both.

pbrowser formalizes the browser layout algorithm to derive fast parallel browser implementations. This requires specifying the algorithm in a form that does not fix an evaluation order; attribute grammars to fill this role perfectly. An attribute grammar combines constraints with a tree structure by specifying per-node properties and a set of constraints that are true of every node which must be expressed in terms of that node’s properties and the properties of its immediate children, parent, and siblings. The attribute grammar structure is appropriate for an algorithm, like browser layout, that operates uniformly on each node, but the restriction to interacting only with immediately adjacent nodes complicates the handling of several features, most notably floats.

For example, a layout algorithm could compute the $y$-positions of elements like so:

$$b.y = b\text{.previous}.y + b\text{.previous}.height$$

1 Note that ConstraintSS also combines constraints with a tree structure; however ConstraintSS is interested in specifying different constraints for different tree nodes, while pbrowser represents a layout algorithm that operates uniformly on nodes.

2 A full layout algorithm would have to handle elements without previous siblings, would have to define how heights are computed, and much more.
pbrowser would then analyze this definition to derive a parallel implementation of layout; maybe be a parallel prefix sum of heights. Rephrased in terms of constraints, pbrowser analyzes constraints to synthesize a fast parallel solver for those constraints.

pbrowser’s focus on speed also suggests a focus on selector matching, which takes up a plurality of layout time on many large web pages. They use standard optimizations, including bottom-up selector matching, caching of small selectors, and parallel tiled traversals of the tree of elements, and find that these optimizations yield large speed-ups.

Due to limitations of attribute grammars, these efforts cover a smaller subset of CSS than Cassius. Furthermore, these formalizations are not meant for verification, only layout, and thus can not be used for mechanical reasoning.

Hague, Lin, and Ong An alternate approach to formalizing selectors is presented by Hague, Lin, and Ong [HLO14], who use tree logics to describe selectors. Hague, Lin, and Ong focus on detecting redundant CSS selectors: CSS selectors that are never the most specific selector matching any element. Though this question is easy to answer for a fixed element tree, Hague, Lin, and Ong aim to answer it for a page that may be modified by JavaScript that responds to user interactions, so that a CSS selector is redundant only if it is never the most specific selector matching an element, no matter how a user interacts with the page. Their representation of selectors by tree logics enables them to solve this problem.

A tree logic is a modal logic whose Kripke semantics has the set of tree nodes as the set of worlds and modal operators corresponding to moving down or up the tree by one or many steps. For example, the formula

\[ P \land \langle \uparrow \rangle (Q \land \langle \downarrow^* \rangle R) \]

is true at all nodes where \( P \) is true of that node, \( Q \) is true of its parent node, and \( R \) is true of all descendants of its parent node: the modal operator \( \langle \uparrow \rangle \) relates each node to its parent node, while the modal operator \( \langle \downarrow^* \rangle \) relates a node to all its descendants.

The key benefit of using tree logics to formalize CSS selectors is that facts can be derived
in the tree logic without reference to an explicit element tree. This allows Hague, Lin, and Ong to ask whether two CSS selectors match the same elements on all of the possibly-infinite set of element trees that can possibly be produced by a set of JavaScript tree rewriting steps. They prove this question EXP-complete, along with some hardness results for special cases, and describe an encoding in pushdown automata, which allows using existing solvers to answer such queries.

8.3 Web Developer Tools

There is a long line of work developing tools to help web developers author, test, and debug web pages and web applications. We cover testing tools (for interactive applications), and authoring tools (for writing HTML and CSS).

Testing interactive applications The need for tools that understand visual appearance has spawned several academic tools. We focus on Sikuli [CYM10], a domain-specific language that allows interacting with an interface and comparing its appearance to known-good appearances. The Sikuli workflow involves application developers writing application-specific interaction scripts that can then be automatically run (by, say, a continuous integration server) to make sure assertions in the script are not violated and regressions do not occur. For example, a script may click through a series of dialogs, ensuring that each dialog had the expected information and options (see Figure 8.1). To make writing and maintaining these scripts simple, even for users without programming expertise, Sikuli uses pixel-for-pixel comparisons of portions of the screen both to describe on-screen objects (such as buttons to click) and in its assertions (to describe how a portion of the screen must look). Using pictures makes it easy to understand the script, and provides a measure of independence from the application source code.

To apply Sikuli to accessibility testing, the authors combine this pixel-by-pixel information with accessibility information provided by many application frameworks [CYM11]. In this extended Pixel+Accessibility Framework (PAX), scripts may locate on-screen objects
either by bitmaps or by accessibility information such as widget roles, and may also access widget states provided for accessibility. Such a combined script would be able to check, for example, that the text size matches the value of a slider. Sikuli has been applied to web applications [LSRT15], but the biggest advantage of pixel-based testing is that pixel-based testing does not require the applications being tested to use a particular GUI framework. On the web, widespread use of CSS selectors makes addressing individual elements easier, and all applications use the same GUI framework: HTML and CSS. Alternatives to Sikuli scripts are thus less onerous on the web, and Sikuli's advantages less notable.

Since writing such scripts may be challenging for users without programming experience, several research teams have investigated methods for automatically generating such scripts from user interactions [OAFG98, MBN03, LSRT15]. A key challenge in these tools is mapping between a high-level understanding of the application or web page (say, whether a user is logged in or not) and a low-level understanding (say, whether there is a “Log out” button).
This mapping must be carried out both for the actions that drive the script and the assertions that are tested. While Sikuli and other visual testing tools aim at different problems than VizAssert (they test simple predicates of interactive applications, instead of complex predicates of static pages), a similar high-level / low-level split exists for VizAssert: high-level intuitions such as “text should not overlap” have to be translated to low-level assertions about the position of HTML elements. A common theme from such work is the importance of developing the right formal descriptions of correct graphical interface behavior \[XM07\]. Visual Logic incorporates this insight by developing an expressive logic in which developers can specify their accessibility and usability properties.

Among practitioners, a large ecosystem of tools exists for designers to test their pages against specific instances of browser, operating system, and user parameters \[Bro18a, Bro18c, Bro18b\]. Such tools load pages in browsers running in virtual machine instances, returning screenshots to designers so they can manually check against expected layouts. This testing approach is easy to use and widely adopted, but requires manual inspection and like heuristic tools does not provide guarantees.

**CSS authoring tools**  
CSS authoring tools have focused on transferring CSS styles from one page to another. We discuss Bricolage \[KTAK11\], which uses heuristics to transfer the design of one web page to another.\(^3\)

Bricolage is possible thanks to the design of CSS: applying CSS properties from one element to another frequently makes the elements look similar, without requiring changes to the property values. Thus, translating styles mainly depends on identifying matching elements on the two pages; Bricolage accomplishes this by segmenting the page into independent components, with the segmentation guided by the visual appearance of the page. Then, segments are matched between the source and destination page using a graph optimization algorithm the objective function for which is learned from user examples. Once

\(^3\)Webzeitgeist \[KST+13\] uses similar techniques to organize a corpus of common design elements across web pages.
elements are matched, CSS selectors for elements on the source page are translated into selectors for matching elements on the destination page.

Bricolage uses a key duality of web pages: web pages have both semantic structure (the tree structure of the HTML) as well as the visual structure (driven by the position and size of laid out elements). Bricolage’s graph optimization algorithm balances visual and semantic concerns: the objective function optimizes the sum of three terms, one of which is the visual information learned from user examples and the other two incentivizing the maintenance of ancestry and sibling relationships between matched elements. Some of the assertions we formalize in Visual Logic play on the same duality. For example, the assertion that ensures that higher-level headers are also bigger relates the semantic concerns of heading levels with the visual concerns of text size. More generally, a key accessibility requirement is that sighted users, who gather information primarily visually, and vision-impaired users using a screen reader, whose information is gathered primarily from semantic information embedded in the HTML (possibly including ARIA role information), must receive the same understanding of the web page. Tools that understand the visual layout of the web page would allow developers to test that the visual and the semantic information match.

Other tools help developers understand how changes to CSS affect the visual appearance of a web page. For example, SeeSS [LKL*13] automatically tracks changes in web page layout due to changes in CSS, to help developers avoid introducing bugs as they modify CSS code. SeeSS highlights areas of web pages that changed between CSS revisions and makes it easy for developers to review these changes across a large collection of web pages. The technique uses a hard-coded list of which properties to modify given a course-grained description of the layout problems as its only guiding principle, and seems to ably fix simple layout problems. VizAssert and Troika provide automation facilities that complement these efforts, and investigating avenues for integration is an interesting direction for future work.

Many authors have developed heuristic debugging tools to help web developers find, debug, and fix layout problems in web pages. Several tools use a mix of heuristics and static analysis to identify layouts likely to contain errors [WMK15, WKM17]. Other tools attempt
to automatically fix errors \cite{MAMH17, Big14, MAMH18b, MAMH18a}, using heuristics to detect whether a fix preserves web page correctness. Other tools attempt to detect cross-browser differences for web pages, often using heuristics to build a high-level model of the page behavior \cite{RCVO10, MP11, CPO12}. These tools are useful, but are each specific to a single web page property. Finally, some tools help developers transfer styles or content between web pages \cite{MCC12, MvC14}. These heuristic tools are useful, and the formal semantics of browser rendering developed in this work could be used to put these tools on a more rigorous footing.

**HTML authoring tools** Authoring tools for HTML focus on generating HTML from visual representations of the final web page. For example, Remau \cite{NC15} turns mock-ups of Android applications into Java code that builds a similar-looking user interface. Remau uses machine vision and optical character recognition to identify screen objects such as text and buttons, and then uses the position of these objects, together with simple heuristics, to connect these screen objects into a hierarchy. Then, based on the hierarchy generated, Remau chooses Android components to represent each node. For example, a node with many similar children may be instantiated in a ListView. The segmentation algorithm used in Bricolage, Bento, uses a similar approach \cite{KTAK11}. Further afield from web development, ReVision \cite{SKC+11} applies machine vision to understand the structure of data visualizations, and synthesize new visualizations of the same data; similar tools \cite{HA14} allow easy modification of data visualizations built with the D3 library. For these tools, an additional challenge is inferring the data used in generating the visualization.

### 8.4 Formal Methods

The large and dynamic formal methods research community has developed a variety of techniques to soundly prove that programs satisfy certain behaviors for all possible inputs. Cassius, VizAssert, and Troika develop this approach for the web.
8.4.1 Encoding languages to SMT

In recent years, many researchers have used reductions to SMT to efficiently solve verification and synthesis problems. A common paradigm in this work is the solver-aided language \cite{TB13}: a programming language paired with an encoding of its semantics to SMT, so that mechanical reasoning about programs (including verification and synthesis queries) can be efficiently executed by SMT. Boogie \cite{Lei08} serves as a back-end for general purpose program verification by using Z3 to prove verification conditions \cite{Lei10}. Alive \cite{LMNR15} and PEC \cite{KTL09} verify compiler optimizations using an SMT solver. Batfish \cite{FFP+15} verifies the dataplane for Datalog programs. In each case, verification conditions and program properties of a high-level language are compiled to efficiently-solvable SAT or SMT constraints. Cassius follows a similar architecture for CSS: queries about CSS stylesheets are compiled to SMT constraints and solved with Z3. Smtten \cite{UD14} and Rosette \cite{TB14} are solver-aided host languages—they translate a programming language interpreter into a solver-aided language backend. Unlike these general-purpose languages, which aim at automating a wide spectrum of problems, Cassius focuses on providing both a declarative semantics for CSS and an efficient host platform for reasoning about web page layout. Cassius is unusual in that it offers solver aid for an existing language, instead of designing a new language specifically to allow the use of solvers.

Modular Verification Modular verification techniques for model checking \cite{GL94} pioneered assume-guarantee-style reasoning \cite{Sta85} to make it possible to summarize component behavior and relationships between components in a larger system. Such techniques have been applied in a number of tools, including MAGIC \cite{CCG+03} for semi-automatic verification of C programs and Dafny \cite{Lei10}, a programming language with built-in constructs to ease static verification. Similar reasoning has been scaled up to verify the 60,000 lines of code implementing the Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor \cite{DMS+09}. One of the major domains for modular verification is for security \cite{App16}, including using finite-state models to modularly verify data transfer protocols \cite{HO83}, and the correctness of com-
pilers [Ler06, BDL06]. Additionally, numerous program logics have been developed to modularly decompose properties of programs, especially in the domain of shared-memory concurrency [TTA+13, DYDG+10, NLWSD14, TVD14, RVG15, SB14], and techniques have also been developed for composing proofs in general [JSS+15, JKBD16].

Troika differs from all of these previous efforts due to targeting web pages, where traditional programming techniques cannot easily be applied. Compared to domains studied in past research, web pages introduce many new challenges: there are no clear computational units like functions that define module boundaries; there is no “heap” or other key stateful structure that existing techniques can be applied to abstract over; components within a web page tend to carry fine-grained context dependencies and often impact the layout of subsequent components in the page; and there is not a clear time order to web page layout, so it is not obvious how pre- and post-conditions can be used to summarize the layout of components. Troika addresses these challenges and pioneers new techniques for bringing modular verification to web pages.

In addition to building on SMT solvers like Z3 [DMB08], Troika also mirrors some aspects of such solvers’ architectures. Troika composes multiple tools for reasoning about web page components in a general logic. As in SMT, this design allows analysis tools to cooperate when verifying complex inputs without requiring tight coupling between the analyzers. Having laid this groundwork, in the future we hope to see more research analyses adopt Troika’s tool interface so that a broader range of properties and pages can be effectively verified.
Chapter 9

EVALUATION

To evaluate the formal verification approach to web page layout properties, we tested Visual Logic, Cassius, VizAssert, and Troika on three suites of web pages: the official W3C conformance tests, which we use to ensure Cassius faithfully formalizes the semantics of browser rendering; 51 templates from the design forum freewebsitetemplates.com, which ensure that VizAssert is a practical verification tool for realistic web pages; and several pages from the “Joel on Software” blog, which show that Troika allows scaling layout verification to pages 11× larger than the monolithic VizAssert approach can support.

9.1 CSS Working Group Unit Tests

This section demonstrates that the Cassius semantics faithfully models the CSS standard and that its encoding to LRA is efficiently-solvable by comparing it to Mozilla Firefox on a set of 3651 standard browser conformance tests [CSS11].

We ran two experiments. In the first experiment, we checked that the Cassius semantics for CSS accepts the layout produced by Firefox, demonstrating that this semantics is sufficiently weak (with respect to Firefox). Our results show that Cassius agrees with Firefox on all but 15 tests, on which Cassius produces correct layouts according to the standard, while Firefox produces slightly different layouts due to rounding errors or known bugs. In the second experiment, we checked that the Cassius semantics for CSS rejects other layouts by using a form of solver-aided mutation testing. Only 0.7% of mutants are accepted by Cassius, largely due to font metrics, which Cassius does not model. These results show that the Cassius semantics is sufficiently strong in practice.
9.1.1 Methodology

The official conformance tests [CSS11] measure the interoperability and correctness of CSS layout implementations. Tests exist for every section of the CSS standard, including many aspects of CSS layout (such as fonts, tables, and print media) not described by Cassius. The Cassius fragment of the standard is covered by 3651 conformance tests. Each test (e.g., Figure 9.1) consists of a web page with an English-language description of the expected output. Tests also have an associated reference page that achieves the expected layout using a simpler stylesheet. The tests are small, rarely consisting of more than a dozen elements and a few stylesheet rules. Furthermore, the W3C maintains a public website through which volunteers manually compare a browser’s layout of the test to the instructions and to the reference page.

We applied Cassius to all 3651 conformance tests that test sections of the standard supported by Cassius. To check that it produces the expected layout, we use the Mozilla Firefox 60.6.1 browser as a test oracle, since volunteers have already checked that Firefox passes these tests. For each test, we employ a script (based on the CSSOM JavaScript API) to extract the layout generated by Firefox. This layout is used as the basis for acceptance and rejection tests.

9.1.2 Acceptance Tests

Acceptance testing ensures that the Cassius semantics allow the rendering produced by Firefox. To do so, these tests feed Cassius the test’s document tree and stylesheet, as well as the concrete rendering generated by Firefox, and check that Cassius allows the given layout. Note that such a check exercises our encoding even with fully concrete inputs: Cassius uses the solver to search for a trace of its non-deterministic layout algorithm that admits those inputs.
Test passes if there is space between the blue and orange lines.

Figure 9.1: A test from the W3C CSS 2.1 conformance tests; this one is named `padding-left-applies-to-008`. Tests pass or fail based on the English-language instructions provided on each page or by comparison to a reference page that achieves the desired layout using a different, simpler stylesheet.

Table 9.1: The results of applying Cassius to the W3C test suite. The “Accept” and “Reject” columns give the number of tests on which Cassius does and does not accept Firefox’s layout. See the text for a description of the cases where Firefox and Cassius disagree. The “Unsupported” column counts unit tests in that section using CSS features outside the subset formalized in Cassius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test group</th>
<th>Accept</th>
<th>Reject</th>
<th>Unsupported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§8.1 Box dimensions</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.3 Margins</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.3.1 Collapsing margins</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.4 Padding</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.5.1 Border width</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.5.2 Border color</td>
<td>797</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.5.3 Border style</td>
<td>146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.5.4 Border interactions</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§8.6 Inline</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.1.1 Viewport</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.1.2</td>
<td>Containing blocks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.2.1</td>
<td>Block boxes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.2.2</td>
<td>Inline boxes</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>§9.2.2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.3</td>
<td>Positioning</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>§9.3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.4.1</td>
<td>Block formatting</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>§9.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.5</td>
<td>Floats</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>§9.5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.6</td>
<td>Absolute position</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§9.7</td>
<td>Display/position/float</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.1</td>
<td>Containing block</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>§10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.3.1</td>
<td>Inline non-replaced</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>§10.3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.3.3</td>
<td>Block non-replaced</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>§10.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.3.5</td>
<td>Floating non-replaced</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>§10.3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.3.7</td>
<td>Positioned non-replaced</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>§10.3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.3.10</td>
<td>Inline-block replaced</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>§10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§10.5</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>§10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Results

The results are shown in Table 9.1. The tests are grouped by the section of the standard that they cover. Tests were run on an Intel Core i7-4790K quad-core CPU, with a version of Z3 built from the opt branch on 11 March 2015. Of the 3651 tests, Cassius agrees with Firefox on all but six; the disagreements are described below. The full suite of tests took 178 minutes to run, for an average of less than four seconds per test. Note in particular subsections 10.8 and 10.8.1 (line height), 8.3 and 8.3.1 (margin collapsing), and 9.5, 9.5.1, and 9.5.2 (floating layout) of the standard, which describe CSS features that require finitization reductions to properly support.

### Disagreements Between Cassius and Firefox

Cassius passes all but 164 tests; all 164 of these failing tests use unsupported features, most prominently vertical alignment, right-to-left text, and SVGs, and thus are out of scope for the Cassius semantics. Among the passing tests are 15 for which Cassius’s layout is different from Mozilla Firefox’s. On 11 tests, the cause of the disagreement is rounding error within Firefox, and Cassius’s layout is correct according to the CSS standard. On the other 5 Firefox’s behavior in these cases is known to be incorrect [Web17a]; we manually confirmed that Cassius’s layout matches the reference layout.

There are two sources of rounding error in Firefox. First, Firefox represents on-screen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Failures</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.6.1 Inline non-replaced</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.6.2 Inline replaced</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.6.3 Block non-replaced</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.6.5 Positioned replaced</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.6.6 Complicated cases</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.6.7 Auto heights</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.8 Line height</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.8.1 Leading</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3463</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lengths as fixed-point values rounded to a sixtieth of a pixel. This accuracy is usually sufficient to render web pages properly, since errors of sixtieths of a pixel are not visible. In some cases, the true position of a point on the screen is not an exact multiple of a sixtieth of a pixel; for example, the test margin-collapse-032 creates a box whose padding is 2% of 1898 pixels, that is, \(37.96 = 2277.6/60\) pixels. Firefox rounds the padding of the box to \(37.95\) pixels. Since Cassius uses real (infinite-precision) arithmetic, per the CSS standard, its specification does not admit this rounded value, thus disagreeing with Firefox. Second, Firefox rounds border widths and text positions to the nearest pixel, to ensure that text can be properly hinted and that borders appear to have the same width on both sides of any box. Modifying each test to correct the rounding errors results in a passed test.

### 9.1.3 Rejection Tests

The second experiment checked that Cassius rejects invalid layouts and was run during the development of Cassius. Since it was run on an older version of Cassius, its results are not directly applicable to Cassius’s current form, but it does show that it is possible to achieve a conservative formalization of browser layout without permitting behaviors that mainstream browsers do not exhibit. In the second experiment, we mutated a core suite of 2075 acceptance tests as follows. For each test, we randomly chose a block box’s width, height, or \(x\) or \(y\) position, and replaced it with a hole. Cassius was then asked to find a layout of the page that differs from Firefox’s in the chosen measurement. Finding such a layout represents a failure—a test case on which the Cassius semantics is weaker than that of Firefox. This procedure was repeated ten times for each test in the test suite, resulting in 20750 total attempts to find an invalid layout accepted by Cassius.

---

1Note that “pixel” here refers to CSS pixels, which may not be real pixels; CSS pixels are an integer number of real pixels so that an inch is as close to 96 CSS pixels as possible. On high-resolution devices such as phones, Firefox may only represent lengths to an accuracy of one fifteenth of a pixel. Firefox has used one-sixtieth of a pixel as the basic unit of length since 2008 \[Moz15\]; before then Firefox used a twentieth of a point, or a fifteenth of a pixel, as the base unit of layout \[Lod08\]. WebKit also uses fixed-point values, but in terms of sixty-fourths of a pixel \[Buj15\]; it used sixtieths of a pixel until 2012, and switched in order to reduce precision loss when converting for floating point for use by JavaScript \[Ekl12\]. Both layout engines used to use floating point, but switched to avoid rounding errors \[lev12\].
Results Of the 20750 mutants, Cassius accepted only 152, for an overall success rate of 99.3%. We manually investigated every accepted mutant, and found that they were all accepted due to two causes. The majority of the mutants (126 out of 152) were accepted because Cassius does not model font rendering. In particular, Cassius accepts layouts that subtly move the boundary between two lines of text. The remaining mutants (26 out of 152) are due to non-determinism in the CSS 2.1 algorithm for computing the shrink-to-fit width of floating boxes. Cassius treats the non-determinism in the specification by accepting several layouts, allowing Cassius to sometimes find layouts different from the one found by Firefox. Several drafts for the CSS 3 standard fully specify the shrink-to-fit algorithm, so Cassius could be updated to remove this non-determinism once the draft standards are accepted.

9.2 Free Website Templates

To test that VizAssert can verify that realistic web pages satisfy common accessibility and usability guidelines, we evaluated whether 51 web pages satisfy the 8 general-purpose assertions described in Section 4.3. We also ran VizAssert on the 6 page-specific assertions and their corresponding web pages.

9.2.1 Subject Web Pages

We collected 51 web pages from an online community of web design professionals that nominates, selects, and publishes high-quality web pages: FreeWebsiteTemplates (FWT) [Fre17]. The published web pages are written by different developers, so they cover a cross-section of common web design techniques. See Figure 9.2 for examples. Novice web developers use these templates by simply changing the filler text to their own content, while more knowledgeable developers modify the published template or extract and reuse components on their own web pages. Not every web page is expected to pass every assertion, but failures represent departures from web design best practices.

We selected web pages by downloading the 100 most recently published FWT web pages, and retaining the the 51 web pages that fit within the subset of CSS supported by Cassius.
Figure 9.2: Three pages from the FreeWebsiteTemplates suite plus statistics about their sizes. In each screenshot, the dashed lines (black or white) are overlaid on the page to show the component boundaries used in Troika proofs in Section 9.2.3.
When templates contained multiple pages (for example, a main page, an about page, and a product page) we used only the main page. In aggregate, the 51 web pages average 78 elements (56–93 Inter-Quartile Range), 176 boxes (119–222 IQR), and 128 rules (89–145 IQR). See Figure 9.3 for histograms of these statistics.

9.2.2 Results

We ran VizAssert with a timeout of 30 minutes, using a machine with an i7-4790K CPU, 32GB of memory, and Z3 version 4.5.1. VizAssert verified each assertion for all possible screen widths of 1024–1920 pixels, screen heights of 800–1080 pixels, and default font sizes of 16–32 pixels. In total, there were 349 successful verifications, 38 true positives, 21 false positives, and 6 timeouts (see Table 9.2).

VizAssert outputs browser parameters that illustrate a violation of design guidelines, so most reports are straightforward to diagnose and fix. For example, the heading size assertion is violated on the page carracing for a 1856 × 800 browser with 16px text (see Figure 9.4). The assertion requires more important headings to be larger, but the section titles in the page’s sidebar (in second-level h2 headings) are rendered in 14px type, while sidebar links
Table 9.2: Results of verifying accessibility assertions for 51 web pages. T+ and F+ are true and false positives. Overall false positive rate was low: 2.6% of all tests and 17% of counterexamples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Assertions</th>
<th>Verified</th>
<th>True positive</th>
<th>False positive</th>
<th>Timeout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>text_size</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>interactive_onscreen</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>line_width</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>accessible_offscreen</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>no_horizontal_scroll</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>heading_size</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>overlapping_text</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>line_spacing</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>no_text_on_picture</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>dropdown_offscreen</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>three_column</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>visible_text</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>button_large</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>349</strong></td>
<td><strong>38</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9.4: On the left, a true positive discovered by VizAssert: the section title, “Miscellaneous Link One”, is set in smaller type than subheadings. On the right, a false positive: VizAssert believes that “SALE” can overlap with the date, because it does not reason about the lack of descenders in the letters of “SALE”.

(in third-level h3 headings) are rendered in a larger 16px font. A single-line change to the CSS file fixes this problem by increasing the size of h2 headings.

As an example of a false positive, VizAssert reports that the overlapping_text assertion is violated on the sportinggoods web page for a 1872 × 800 browser with 16px text. The text does not overlap (see Figure 9.4), but the text boxes do because they reserve space for possible descenders. If the text were “Liquidation” instead of “SALE” then the text would overlap. VizAssert thus detected a failure of the formal assertion, but not a failure of the accessibility guideline that the assertion formalized. Cassius would need to reason about the shape of individual letters to avoid this false positive.

VizAssert verifies assertions by transforming them to decidable SMT instances in the theory of quantifier-free linear real arithmetic. The SMT instances are quite large, as shown in Figure 9.5, due to the complexity of the browser layout algorithm. Instance size is largely independent of the assertion being verified, instead depending mostly on the size of the page, since the assertions are small relative to VizAssert’s formalization of browser layout. Proofs
of different assertions differ in size, since different assertions may require more or less global reasoning.

Despite the large instances, VizAssert decided most assertions quickly: only 6 executions out of 414 (2.2%) timed out in 30 minutes. Figure 9.5 plots the time to decide each general-purpose assertion. The line_width assertion takes significantly longer than the others. We believe that this is due to the fact that it requires reasoning about the relationship between three different boxes: a line of text, its first child, and its last child (see Assertion #3 in Section 4.3).

9.2.3 Modular Layout Proofs

This section compares the experience of using Troika and VizAssert. To do so, this section defines a systematic approach to constructing Troika proofs and demonstrates it on 8 proofs from the FWT suite. Statistics on these proofs can be found in Table 9.3. Every proof uses only the component-smt tool, though other tools were used during proof development. Overall, we find that the proofs are short (15 lines average), that proofs of similar properties or similar pages are similar (reducing the burden of proof development), and that modular layout proofs provide significant advantages over VizAssert, even for pages of the scale VizAssert is designed for (including a speedup of 1.8–64×).

9.2.4 Writing Modular Layout Proofs

A systematic proof development strategy directs the proof author’s efforts so that each step makes progress toward the overall proof goal. For Troika, an effective proof development strategy proceeds in three phases:

1. The proof author decomposes the page by visual inspection, producing components such as headers, footers, sidebars, and body text. If the theorem focuses on a particular page element, that element is encapsulated in a component.
Figure 9.5: CDF of SMT instance and unsat core for each assertion tested by VizAssert, and the time required to check satisfiability for the SMT instances. Assertion #3 is drawn thicker for users who printed in black and white, where it can be harder to identify the black line.
Table 9.3: Statistics on eight Troika proofs; $N$ is the number of components and $L_d$ and $L_p$ give the lines of definitions and proof (excluding comments and whitespace). The last column shows the time VizAssert takes to check each property, and Troika’s speedup relative to VizAssert. All times are for Troika with 8 parallel threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$L_d$</th>
<th>$L_p$</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Typo fix</th>
<th>VizAssert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>carshop</td>
<td>button-large</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6s</td>
<td>6s (1.0×)</td>
<td>353s (64×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>puppy</td>
<td>no-text-on-picture</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>43s</td>
<td>4s (11×)</td>
<td>79s (1.8×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>tailorshop</td>
<td>three-column</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>63s</td>
<td>63s (1.0×)</td>
<td>143s (2.3×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>surf</td>
<td>links-onscreen</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>20s (1.0×)</td>
<td>42s (2.1×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>park</td>
<td>links-onscreen</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>61s</td>
<td>60s (1.0×)</td>
<td>136s (2.2×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yoga</td>
<td>links-onscreen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>108s</td>
<td>9s (12×)</td>
<td>306s (2.8×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>yoga</td>
<td>line-width</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>80s</td>
<td>11s (7.5×)</td>
<td>507s (6.3×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>yoga</td>
<td>accessible-offscreen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>70s</td>
<td>7s (10×)</td>
<td>311s (4.4×)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. The proof author writes a generic specification (a quantified Visual Logic specification for all components that captures the overall logic of the proof without focusing on the implementation of the particular page) and admits it of every component. This generic specification is strengthened until the proof is well-formed.

3. The proof author adds preconditions to each component’s specification until the generic specification can be verified using component-smt. These preconditions express the details of a page’s implementation, and are generally unquantified formulas. The proof author establishes each precondition in the containing component.

In this strategy, the generic specifications ensure that the modular layout proof is well-formed. Then, every precondition is added together with an assertion on another component establishing that precondition, ensuring that the proof as a whole remains well-formed. At every step, it is clear which specification to adjust when a check fails. Troika’s ability to admit assertions and mix multiple verification tools supports this workflow.

Comparing the 8 proofs sheds light on these three phases. We found the first phase, page decomposition, easy and quick, taking a few minutes per proof. This phase was especially simple when the theorem focused on a particular part of the page. The second phase, composing generic specifications, usually took fifteen to twenty minutes per proof, and was the most creative portion of the proof. The generic specifications were reusable between proofs of the same theorem for different pages. The third phase, adding preconditions, took the most time: several hours per proof. This time was necessary to understand the source code of an unfamiliar web page and the implicit assumptions that affect its layout, and may be easier for the original page authors. The most common preconditions, governing floating boxes and widths, could be made unnecessary by designing web pages with verification in mind.
9.2.5 Decomposing Pages into Components

The first phase of proof development decomposes a web page into components. For three proofs (1–3 in Table 9.3), we give additional details on this step. Each of these proofs proves a property that applies to a single element on the page. The proofs thus have the opportunity to focus on that element.

In each case, we chose to make the constrained element its own component. For the carshop and puppy proofs (proofs 1 and 2), the rest of the page was the only other component. For carshop, no preconditions are needed, and the proof is two lines long. For puppy, the component of interest requires a minimum width, which is established in the other component; the proof is six lines long. The tailorshop proof (proof 3) is more complex, because the component of interest requires preconditions on the location of floating boxes, which require additional assertions about non-negative margins and floating boxes to prove. These additional assertions are similar to lines 15–20 of the proof in Figure 3.1.

9.2.6 Developing a Generic Specification

The second phase of proof development defines a generic specification for each component. A generic specification contains the core proof strategy, independent of the implementation of a particular web page. This generic specification should imply the theorem (if proven of every component) and capture preconditions that are required of all components. Since a generic specification does not depend on the implementation details of the page in question, we found that it could be reused between proofs of the same property.

Three proofs (4–6 in Table 9.3) provide an illustrative example. All three proofs proved the links-onscreen property and split into different numbers of components. We began by asserting, for each component $c$, that

$$\forall b, \text{onscreen}(c) \land (\text{is-link}(b) \lor \text{is-component}(b)) \implies \text{onscreen}(b) \quad (9.1)$$

For all three proofs, this generic specification was not independently true of most com-
ponents. For example, in the park page (proof 5), if the header were too narrow, the header
text would wrap, moving a link off screen. Examining the source code of this page reveals
that the header requires a 960 pixel minimum width. This precondition is added in the third
phase of proof development.

9.2.7 Adding Component Preconditions

The third phase of proof development adds preconditions to each component until the generic
specification can be proven. Since it requires understanding each page’s source code, this
phase was the most time-consuming.

Determining preconditions for each component requires examining counterexamples and
writing preconditions to prevent them. Across the 8 proofs, common patterns emerge. Pre-
conditions for floating boxes are consistently important, appearing in 5 of the 8 proofs,
and width preconditions (both minimum and maximum widths) are equally common (also
appearing in 5 proofs).

Preconditions for floating boxes required the most assertions to establish. For example,
in the proof of links-onscreen for yoga (proof 6, reproduced in Figure 3.1), the footer requires
a precondition that no-floats-enter(footer). Establishing this precondition requires four as-
sertions, proving no-floats-enter and no-floats-exit for each component on the page, and also
requires proving that each page component has non-negative margins. However, one floating
box precondition, in the proof of links-onscreen for park (proof 5), was unusually simple be-
cause this page uses the CSS property overflow: hidden, which prevents components’ floating
boxes from interacting. Web pages designed for verification could use this technique to lower
the proof burden.

Because preconditions tend to express the implementation of the page and not the theo-
rem being proved, proofs of different properties on the same page can have similar precondi-
tions. Proofs 6–8 (in Table 9.3) demonstrate both a case of precondition sharing and a case of
no sharing. Proofs 6 and 8 (of links-onscreen and accessible-offscreen) share preconditions for
footer width (footer.width ≥ 200) and floating box non-interference (no-floats-enter(footer)),

which together guarantee that the left-aligned and right-aligned parts of the footer do not overlap or split across multiple lines. On the other hand, proof 7 (of line-width) shared no preconditions with the other two. In this proof, the essential precondition ensures that the text in each component is the correct size; the footer width and floating box preconditions are not useful. This suggests that component preconditions can sometimes be reused between pages, lowering the proof burden, but that proving new theorems sometimes requires the development of new preconditions.

9.2.8 Checking the Proofs

Each proof was checked using Troika on a machine with an i7-4790K CPU, 32GB of memory, and Z3 version 4.5.1. The results are shown in Table 9.3.

The proofs take 8.0–142 seconds, and if multiple cores are available, 5.5–108 seconds (1.1–2.3 × faster). Furthermore, Troika can cache component verifications and reuse them across multiple pages. If the page header, footer, and menus are already cached, such as during incremental development, the proof can be checked even faster, for an average further speedup of 3.2 × over parallel proof checking (column “Typo fix” in Table 9.3). Note especially the large speedup for the yoga page, for which the header is expensive to verify but unlikely to change frequently or across multiple pages.

9.2.9 Comparing Troika and VizAssert

Unlike Troika, VizAssert is not a proof assistant. Though VizAssert does not require writing component specifications, it does not scale to large pages (see Section 9.3), cannot effectively make use of multiple threads, cannot reuse verification effort from one page to another, and supports only a single verification approach. We furthermore found that VizAssert offered little recourse when a theorem took a long time to check, a particular challenge because

---

2These pages all have fewer than 8 components, and often one component is harder to verify than the others, limiting the gain from parallelism.

3All averages of multipliers use geometric means.
SMT solver variability means that similar formulations of a theorem can have vastly different verification times. Meanwhile, in Troika, pages can be subdivided into more components to speed up verification and make progress on a proof. For large pages, VizAssert’s speed is also highly dependent on the particular page being verified because of SMT solver variability. Troika makes many small SMT queries instead of one big one, so is less variable.

Due to VizAssert and Troika’s different focus and mode of interaction, comparing the performance of the two tools is difficult. A Troika proof requires choosing a decomposition of the page and writing component specifications, both expensive steps (though proof reuse may lower those costs). However, web pages are edited and changed frequently (to update the content or post user comments, for example). Troika’s support for interactive verification and caching allow edits to be made and verified quickly, saving a significant amount of time over the life of a web page. Troika is also on average $2.6 \times$ faster than VizAssert when run serially. Furthermore, Troika’s architecture allows it to take advantage of caching and multiple threads; Troika is on average $4.2 \times$ faster with 8 threads, and $13 \times$ faster with caching. The largest advantage for Troika is for the button-large proof for the carshop page (see Table 9.3). button-large concerns a single button on the page; unlike VizAssert, Troika restricts its reasoning to a small component containing the button. Of course, the main goal of Troika is not fast proof checking but the ability to scale to large pages and support interactive web page development styles, as demonstrated in the next section.

9.3 Joel on Software

To demonstrate that Troika scales to large web pages and allows reusing verified components across web pages, we performed a case study with the popular computing blog “Joel on Software” [Spo18]. The verification goal is two properties: all links are scrolling-accessible, and no lines of text are longer than 80 characters. Troika verifies these properties in seconds; VizAssert takes $11\text{–}1027 \times$ times longer. Additionally Troika allows reuse across similar pages (for other blog posts) and even across similar sites (for another blog with a similar theme).
Figure 9.6: An entry “Joel on Software” blog titled “A Dusting of Gamification”, written 13 April 2018, rotated to fit. Note that the page is significantly bigger than those in Figure 9.2.
Table 9.4: Proofs that links are onscreen (links) and that lines are less than 80 characters wide (width) on the “Joel on Software” blog. The joel1 and joel2 pages are posts on the blog and other is a different site using the same theme. In the table, $N$ is the number of components and $L_d$ and $L_p$ give the lines of definitions and proof (excluding comments and whitespace). The last column shows the time VizAssert takes to check each property, and Troika’s speedup relative to VizAssert. All times are for Troika with 8 parallel threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Prop.</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$L_d$</th>
<th>$L_p$</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Typo fix</th>
<th>VizAssert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>joel1 links</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>35s</td>
<td>4s (7.9×)</td>
<td>9.9m (17×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joel2 links</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>52s</td>
<td>5s (10×)</td>
<td>9.8m (11×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other links</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td>70s</td>
<td>5s (15×)</td>
<td>33.5m (29×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joel1 width</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>48s</td>
<td>45s (1.1×)</td>
<td>5h 46m (432×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>joel2 width</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>68s</td>
<td>45s (1.5×)</td>
<td>19h 26m (1027×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other width</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>75s</td>
<td>19s (4.0×)</td>
<td>28.2m (23×)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other* links</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td>330s</td>
<td>5s (73×)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.3.1 Verifying one Blog Post

We chose a post from Joel’s blog from April 2018 titled “A Dusting of Gamification” (named joel1 in Table 9.4). The page is 11× larger (by page size) than the FWT pages.

Decomposing the page We decomposed the blog post into components by visual inspection, aiming to create many small components so that each component specification can be verified quickly. We worked hierarchically, first decomposing the page into a sidebar and a content area; then decomposing the sidebar into a title, photo, and description; and then decomposing the content area into components like the article text, an “about the author” blurb, and links to the next and previous post. Of these components, the largest by far was the article text, so we used the “.entry-content > *” selector to subdivide the article text into individual paragraphs and photos. In total, 39 components are created.

Proving links-onscreen We used the generic specification used on the FreeWebsiteTemplates (Equation 9.1 in Section 9.2.6) without change. This assertion was immediately verified for all but two components: the sidebar title and the sidebar.

First, the sidebar title specifies a line height of 40 pixels despite containing 47-pixel-tall text. This meant that the text extended beyond the top of the title box by 3.5 pixels. To prove that the text is onscreen, we added a precondition that the sidebar title is at least 5 pixels below the top of the screen and asserted this precondition in the sidebar.

Second, we added a precondition requiring non-negative margins and non-zero height to several components in the sidebar to prove that these components are not moved off-screen by negative margins.

An additional challenge in verifying these pages is the limited subset of CSS supported by Cassius the sidebar uses the “transform” property and the “:before” and “:after” selectors.

---

4This is may be an error by the web page developer, or it may be a purposeful attempt to achieve tight line spacing.

55 pixels to allow for cross-platform variation in font metrics.
which are not supported by component-smt. To isolate this issue, we split the sidebar into two components: the sidebar container, which uses the unsupported features, and the sidebar content, which does not. To verify the sidebar container’s specification—that the sidebar container’s children are onscreen—we manually examined the 9 lines of code in this component. As an additional check, we also ran $10^5$ random tests of this component’s specification. All other components were verified with the component-smt tool.

Proving line-width  Proving that all lines of text are shorter than 80 characters was simpler than proving that all links are onscreen. Unlike some of the pages considered in Section 9.2, in which each element inherits its text size from its parent, the Joel on Software blog post sets an absolute text size on most elements, eliminating the dependence of one component on another. The line width property can thus be proven for the whole page by proving it independently for each component. However, we were unable to do so for the post-footer-widgets component, which holds the “Subscribe!” text. Upon investigating, we determined that this component contained lines of 120 characters, violating the guideline.

To determine whether this is the only component with a line width over 80 characters, we admitted the line width property for the post-footer-widgets component. The full proof then checked, indicating that all other components have shorter line widths.

Checking the Proofs  Troika checked the proofs quickly: less than four minutes for each proof when run with a single thread, and about 30 seconds when run with multiple threads (joel1 in Table 9.4). Note that for this page, VizAssert ran $20\times$ and $780\times$ slower, clearly demonstrating the benefits of modular verification. To test Troika’s caching abilities, we also constructed variants of the blog post where a single word in the article text is changed, simulating a typo correction. Verifying that links are onscreen takes 4.4 seconds for this

---

6These random tests explored approximately 1% of the total space of browser parameters for this page.

7In Table 9.4, the VizAssert times are for a version of the page modified to remove the (small) parts of the page using unsupported CSS features, while the Troika results do not include the time to run random tests.
variant; most of the time is spent checking that the proof is well-formed on the new page. This demonstrates that caching enables mixing verification with incremental development.

9.3.2 Reusing Proofs and Components

Troika enables two kinds of reuse. First, the same component may be present on multiple pages, in which case Troika can cache the component verification, thus reusing the component across multiple pages. Second, the same proof script may apply to multiple similar pages; Troika’s ability to define components by CSS selector and to operate on multiple components at a time make this possible even on pages with substantial differences. Two variants of the “Joel on Software” page demonstrate both capabilities.

Reusing components To demonstrate Troika’s ability to reuse verified components across web pages, we verified a second post from Joel’s blog: “The Stack Overflow Age”, also from April 2018. Most of the page content is different, including the title text, publication date, tags, related blog posts, and article text. However, a few components (such as the sidebar and WordPress endorsement) were identical between the two pages, and Troika’s caching allowed the components to be verified on one page and reused on the other. The tool-specific pruning algorithms for “component-smt” were essential: though the components seemed identical, the pages nonetheless had different CSS style sheets (due to a CSS emoji library) and used different fonts (due to one post using italicized text while the other did not); without pruning, these differences would have prevented caching.

Though the cached components do demonstrate that caching and reuse is possible, they also show its limitations. The 8 reused components (out of 39 total components on the page) are small relative to the article text, so caching them only reduces the overall verification time by 4.2 seconds (12%). This suggests that cached components are most useful when many similar pages are verified, so that small speedups on each page add up.
Reusing proofs  Often, developers reuse components from web libraries, like Bootstrap \cite{OT15}, that provide generic themes, layouts, or forms. Ideally, tools like Troika would provide modular layout proofs for these generic library components which can then be reused between multiple sites. Towards this goal, we demonstrate that the proof that verified different posts from Joel’s blog can also verify pages from different sites that rely on the same third-party library theme.

We investigated the source code of the “Joel on Software” blog and determined that the blog’s appearance was based on a lightly modified version of the “Editor” Wordpress theme, a professional theme by the Array Themes design studio \cite{The18}. To check how generalizable our proof is, we attempted to apply it to the theme’s demo blog; in other words, to a different site using similar styling. Naturally, all components had different content between the two sites, since even components that do not change across blog posts, like the blog name, still change across different sites. Nonetheless, the specifications we wrote still verified.

The proof applied immediately to the new site, verifying its layout. However, one of the components verified more slowly than we expected: the demo blog had comments enabled, making that component much bigger and causing its verification to take a much longer time (330 seconds for that component; see other* in Table 9.4). We made one small modification to improve its efficiency: we moved the comment box to its own component and turned each comment itself into a component. This allowed each comment to be checked in parallel, significantly speeding up verification of the demo blog post. Troika checked the resulting proof in just 70 seconds with parallelism enabled.

Reusing proofs reduces the cost of using Troika. Themes like “Editor” could potentially ship with a Troika script, making it easy for any blog using the theme to prove its accessibility.
Chapter 10

CONCLUSION

This chapter examines limitations, extensions, and other applications of formal reasoning about web page layout.

10.1 CSS Features outside the Cassius Formalization

CSS is large: dozens of standards totaling thousands of printed pages, Cassius supports features to enable verification of a substantial fraction of web pages, but it omits many features as well.

Some features, such as vertical alignment and right-to-left text, would only require engineering time to implement. Over the course of evaluating the Cassius semantics, we extended Cassius multiple times to support new CSS properties: support for the text-align, overflow, white-space, box-sizing, text-indent, and list-style-position properties were all added with minimal changes to the semantics and required only a few hours each to plan, implement, debug, and test each extension. This experience suggests that future extension of Cassius can be done quickly, efficiently, and without large-scale modification of the Cassius semantics. Time permitting, the most important minor features seem to be more complete support for scrolling, the vertical-align property, and :before/:after selectors. However, even with the relative simplicity of adding new features, it is likely neither feasible to completely formalize all of the minor features available in modern browsers, nor keep up with future additions.

Furthermore, some features present significant research challenges in understanding browser implementations, developing finitization reductions, and handling various edge cases. The most important such feature is tabular layout, which occurs infrequently on the web but is substantially different from other layout modes and thus would be a challenge to formalize;
tabular layout is also frequently used in the CSSWG conformance tests, so adding support is important for more complete testing. Text direction (for right-to-left languages) is another significant feature: text direction plays a role in many CSS features, and interaction between differently-directed text blocks is a challenging area for formalization. The formalization of text could also be improved, including better support for the \texttt{ex} unit and a better model of line breaking. Finally, new CSS features, such as flex-box and even grid layout, are increasingly being used (now that browser support is common), so formalizing these features will become more important with time.

10.2 Extensions to Cassius

Cassius formalizes only the browser layout algorithm for CSS. Similar techniques could be applied to other layout algorithms, and finitization reductions similar to those used in VizAssert could be used to formalize those algorithms. For example, exclusion zones may be useful for formalizing the behavior of floats in \TeX. Cassius-like approaches could also be applied to formalize mobile and desktop GUI frameworks. Alternatively, constraint-based frameworks (such as the iOS Cassowary framework) could be compiled directly to SMT formulas (including specialized handling for priorities). With a formalization of one of these platforms in hand, techniques similar to Visual Logic, VizAssert, and Troika could be used to verify graphical user interfaces.

Cassius currently handles only HTML and CSS. It would be an interesting challenge to analyze the JavaScript code that modifies web pages (testing accessibility over all possible modifications to the page) or the server-side code that generates pages (testing accessibility over all possible generated pages). Future research could extend Cassius to meet this challenge by integrating existing work in symbolic execution of JavaScript [FMSG19] and modeling of DOM manipulations [HLO14]. For example, to verify JavaScript’s effect on a web page, a JavaScript static analysis tool could be combined with VizAssert, using the JavaScript analysis to compute the set of possible web page DOMs produced and then using VizAssert to verify their layout properties. Temporal operators could be added to visual
logic to express accessibility properties for dynamic code [HBGLB15].

10.3 Debugging and Synthesizing CSS

Visual Logic, VizAssert, and Troika make it possible to automatically verify that web page layouts satisfy accessibility, usability, or design guidelines. However, the core infrastructure enabling these tools—the Cassius formalization of the browser layout algorithm—could be used to develop other novel web page layout tools. To demonstrate this capability, this chapter demonstrates a CSS debugger and synthesizer built on top of Cassius.

10.3.1 Debugging Layouts

To repair a layout bug, such as the product container being too small in Figure 6.1d, the developer first needs to isolate its cause—a fault in the input stylesheet or document. We focus on stylesheet faults. Localizing these faults with an imperative browser involves a manual modify-and-check process, in which individual stylesheet constraints are weakened or strengthened until the original bug disappears from the resulting layout, without introducing new bugs.

With a declarative browser, the fault localization process is automated by unsatisfiable core extraction. Using Cassius, we built a prototype debugger that takes as input a concrete stylesheet $C$, document $D$, layout $B$, and the layout parameters $\vec{v}$ in $B$ (e.g., the height of the product container in Figure 6.1d) that violate the desired property $P(B(\vec{v}))$. The debugger converts these inputs into an unsatisfiable layout problem in two steps. First, it translates $B$ into a symbolic layout $B'$ by replacing the value of each $v_i \in \vec{v}$ with a fresh hole $h_i$. Second, it generates the assertion $P(\vec{h}) \land \bigwedge_{h_i \in \vec{h}} h_i = B(v_i)$. By construction, there is no way to complete $\vec{h}$ so that this assertion is satisfied for $B'$, $C$, and $D$. Invoking Cassius on such a problem produces an unsatisfiable core—a small subset of the constraints in $C$, and in the CSS semantics, that is responsible for the violation of $P(\vec{v})$. Our debugger projects this core onto $C$ and pretty-prints it as shown in Figure 10.1.
10.3.2 Synthesizing CSS from Examples

Having detected and localized the fault in our toy web page (Figure 6.1), we now turn to the problem of repairing the stylesheet so that the product container expands to contain the product icons (Figure 10.1). To automate this task, we used Cassius to implement a CSS sketching tool that takes as input a stylesheet with holes and a set of document-layout examples, and fills the holes so that the resulting stylesheet renders each document to the corresponding layout. A stylesheet sketch (Figure 10.2a) contains holes which stand for unknown CSS syntax, while a document-layout example consists of a document and its concrete layout. The synthesizer translates the stylesheet sketch and the document-layout examples into a declarative layout problem using a standard reduction [SLTB+06] of expression holes to numeric holes. If Cassius finds values for the numeric holes, the synthesizer lifts them into a valid completion of the stylesheet sketch. In our running example, the synthesizer repairs the buggy stylesheet from Figure 6.1a to produce the stylesheet shown in Figure 10.2.

10.4 Conclusions

The work in this dissertation demonstrates that the visual appearance of graphical layouts is a valid target for verification, and shows how to extend the tools of automatic program
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(b) The completed stylesheet found by a synthesizer.

(a) A stylesheet sketch with expression holes.

Figure 10.2: The stylesheet properties identified by a CSS debugger (Figure 10.1) are replaced with expression holes, which the synthesizer fills. Note that the synthesizer ultimately decides not to set the height property.

verification to this new domain. Visual Logic is a compact logic that allows formalizing a range of visual properties of web pages, including design, usability, and accessibility properties. Cassius formalizes the process by which HTML and CSS code is transformed into the layout of a web page. VizAssert combines these two formal statements to allow verifying a Visual Logic specification against the Cassius model of web browsers. And Troika modularizes VizAssert, allowing mixing and matching reusable, verified components when building a web page. The particular techniques developed in the course of this work—the compilation of Visual Logic to SMT, the relational structure of Cassius, the finitization reductions that allow for efficient SMT reasoning, and the definition of independently-true component abstractions—could find analogs and applications in other domains of graphical reasoning, such as mobile applications or visualizations. But more broadly, this work outlines a path toward combining verification with human-centered notions of design, usability, and accessibility, providing a truly end-to-end specification of software.
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